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ABSTRACT
CAnVASS+ research is a report on best practices for the integration of technology into
traditional didactics. With this objective, this e-book identifies a series of successful
experiences in the countries of the partnership (Italy, Romania, Greece and Spain), analyzing
them and trying to understand which contribution they could bring to the development of
digital innovation in schools. The partnership has identified 34 good cases, interviewed their
implementing operators and tried to build up a pathway for the exportation of their most
interesting and fascinating features.
The interviews have been realized through a phenomenographic methodology, a qualitative
research approach used to map the different ways in which people perceive, conceptualize
and understand a specific experience (in our case digital/alternative classes). The practices
have been divided and classified according to their impact on the four following thematic
areas:
a) the digital classes and how to use technology in the personalization of learning;
b) the approach of Challenge Based Learning in Upper Secondary Schools and its
impact on curricula and on the involvement of students and parents;
c) experiences of personalization of learning through visual learning;
d) the construction of new digital competencies related to the work place and its
impact on curricula.
The final purpose of CANVASS+ Research is not just to provide a solid basis for the
realization of the project outputs, but also to foster the creation of a transnational network,
composed both by those who are more active in innovating education through technology
and those who are interested in understanding more on how digital devices, software and
platforms could shape the school of the future.
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INTRODUCTION
Since many years, the debate concerning the need to maximize the benefit that digital
innovation could bring to every stage of school education remains central. Many discussions
have tried to understand which strategies could lead to exploit the potentialities that still
haven’t fully expressed themselves. In a certain sense, there is the need to conciliate
between the willingness of maintaining a line of continuity with tradition, preserving it from
the risks of an uncontrolled transformation, and the desire of exploring the opportunities
that digital devices could bring to life, as a mean for extending the outreach of the
relationship between students and teachers, turning classrooms into a new and wider
space.
Despite this dialectic relation between progressivism and traditionalism, today a number of
facts seem to outline how new strategies and ways of thinking need to be developed, in
order to respond to challenges that modern scholastic systems are already facing and
cannot be denied or overlooked. Over the course of the past decades, it has been possible
to note a continuous expansion and transformation of educational systems, due to a
growing economic investment of developing countries that see education as “indispensable
ingredient of modernization and progress”1. However, a positive and effective technological
change aimed to produce changes in the educational system requires the mobilization of
many different actors and factors (Heppell, 2016)2
The existing tension between tradition and innovation should not turn the debate on the
future of learning into a contentious subject, diverting attention from the positive impact
that could be guaranteed by an integration of digital opportunities into traditional didactics.
Canvass+ has exactly this objective: indicating a series of good practices and positive
examples that could represent an inspiration for other teachers and students for including
digital technologies in their classes, enhancing their ICT competences for didactic purposes,

1

OECD (2016), Innovating Education and Educating for Innovation. The Power of Digital Technologies and
Skills, Centre for Educational Research and Innovation, OECD Publishing, Paris
2
Heppell, S. (2016). Keynote address: Designing learning environments. MiTE 2016: Mobile Learning in
th
Teacher Education Conference, 15th–16 January, 2016, Galway, Ireland.
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increasing their ability to use visual learning while customizing the learning process. Having
this objective, we will design a pathway and a series of instruments that will allow us to
guide, train and support teachers and trainers in creating a link between technology and
learning activities.
The challenge is to select the best scenarios, in which teachers and trainers have been able
to design a positive learning process with the support of digital technologies, identifying and
exporting the most interesting ideas and practices and trying to use them in other settings.
The purpose of this operation is to create a document that could act as a compass,
orientating interested teachers in this complex landscape and giving readers essential
information for the definition of the general action plan of the CAnVASS+ project. With this
objective, we have conducted a comparative research on the best practices for the
integration of technology into ordinary didactics. With this objective, the present research
aims to set a valuable basis for the identification of a pathway to increase the relevancy of
digital and technological progress for the improvement of teaching methodologies.
In order to understand which could be the best direction, our partnership conducted a
survey in Spain, Romania, Italy and Greece, collecting 32 good practices (8 per country) that
could provide inspiration for the diffusion of successful experiences. The study, that will
have both a cognitive and an educational function, have contributed to the realization of
this e-book, that will include both the results of the phenomenographic analysis and the
description of the 32 analyzed practices, as reported directly by the implementing operator.
In the next pages, it will be possible to find a list of the collected best practices, with a brief
presentation of the involved professors and the core of the practice. On the website
(www.canvass.eu)

and

on

the

Youtube

channel

(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoScYvdh7bkakS6yiVE4wiQ) it will be possible to learn
more about the various good practices directly from the words of those who implemented
them.

A) THE DIGITAL CLASSES AND HOW TO USE TECHNOLOGY IN THE PERSONALIZATION OF LEARNING
COUNTRY

PRACTICE NAME

PROFESSOR

SCHOOL

CORE

GREECE

Teaching Blood Groups using Information
Computer Technology (ICT)

E. Geourgoulakis

Gouves High School,
Crete

GREECE

Interactive Exercises through Hot Potatoes

G. Astrinaki

2nd Voc School of
Rethymno, Crete

ROMANIA

Using the educational platform
Tictransporturi

V. Lungescu

J. Monnet NC,
Ploiesti

ROMANIA

M. Stegaroiu

NC M. Viteazul,
Ploiesti

SPAIN

Applying digital methods during math
classes, within performance activities
and school projects
I-Pad Art – Comic Yourself

S. Lopez Diaz

Col. Tierrallana Huelva

SPAIN

Professor Utonio helps us travel to the past

S. Carratalà Rios

Col. Penyagolosa Borriana

ITALY

Learning Mathematics at the Time of
Internet

C. Marchesano
E. Perucca

IIS F. Caffè - Roma

Use of internet resources in
classes for learning the
importance of knowing more on
blood types and importance of
transfusion
Providing students opportunities
for exercising language through
softwares
Modernizing classes through use
of digital technologies, sharing
information through a web
platform
Use of digital platforms in math
classes, in particular during
exercises
Using I-Pads in classes for
reproducing facial expressions in
art classes, showing how to draw
emotions and feelings
Use of virtual and augmented
reality to create experiments in
class
Use of web resources and video
lessons for students having
difficulties to take part to classes
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ITALY

A Day in the City

M. Di Seri

IC A. Rosmini- Roma

ITALY

Ali di Carta – Paper Wings

S. Zaccagnini
M. Gianiorio
M. Biasion

IIS Sarandì - Roma

Using digital devices to foster
peer-education practices
Research through digital devices
over the main theme of the
project: human flight

B) THE APPROACH OF CHALLENGE BASED LEARNING IN UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND ITS IMPACT ON
CURRICULA AND ON THE INVOLVEMENT OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS
COUNTRY

PRACTICE NAME

PROFESSOR

SCHOOL

CORE

GREECE

Pixton Emotion Stories

S. Vasilakis

2nd HS of Agios
Nikolaos, Crete

GREECE

Web application and collaborative writing in
the Modern Greek language

O. Karadaki

Lyceum of Vamos,
Crete

ROMANIA

Applying digital teaching methods and tools
during social sciences

R. Grancea

NC N. Stanescu Ploiesti

Creation of animated video
stories for expressing emotions in
class, pushing students to create
a scenario from scratch under
pressure
Web application and
collaborative writing in teams,
with the objective of producing a
collective text
Students are involved in creating
their own training, development
and learning, approaching
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ROMANIA

Webquest

A. Tanase

Spiru Haret Coll. –
Ploiesti

ROMANIA

F. Tuinete

Coll T. Socolescu Ploiesti

SPAIN

The use of digital methods during math
lessons for grades IX-XII, as well as
in educational school projects
Understanding the Electric Bill

J. Rodriguez Morillo

Col. ECOS Resuelto

SPAIN

A Robot in the Classroom

M. Del Mar

Col. Monaita Granada

ITALY

The Pierre Auger Observatory

I. Veronesi

L.S.S. Mancini Avellino

ITALY

AURAT – Add a Robot to the Table

L. Pagani

ISIS C. Facchinetti Castellanza

information in the way they
prefer
Webquest as a way to motivate
students to do challenging
internet researches
Using digital resources in math
classes, to personalize tasks ina
competitive way
Teaching students how electicity
bills work, through calculation in
class on digital devices
Using the programming of drones
to solve problems and develop
critical thinking
Participating to a competition
between schools on collecting
data on the origins og the
universe
Using robotics to increase groupworking and problem solving
abilities
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C) EXPERIENCES OF PERSONALIZATION OF LEARNING THROUGH VISUAL LEARNING
COUNTRY

PRACTICE NAME

PROFESSOR

SCHOOL

CORE

GREECE

Video creation of Cretan edible greens

I. Fragkiadakis
K. Abatzi

HS Agioi Deka, Crete

Development of students’ skills in
collecting information through
audio and video sources

GREECE

Teaching English language using short films
– Interactive cinema

N. Bekiaris

1st Voc. School Agios
Nikolaos, Crete

ROMANIA

Flipped Classroom Method

A. Miu

Agr. Tech HS Barcanesti

ROMANIA

Using computer and internet to present
various chemical tutorials, virtual
experiments, microscopic images
Implementation of Technology to
Challenge-Based Learning

L. Nedelcu

LTT de Transporturi Ploiesti

C. Iriarte

CB Adharaz Espartinas

SPAIN

Touching Minecraft

G. Garcia Fernandez
M. Portela Iglesias

C.I. Sek Atlantico Poyo

ITALY

From 1 to 1000 stories to tell

A. Aniceto
L. Bredice

IPS M. Pantaleoni Frascati

Motivating students in making
their own short films to talk
about global issues
Providing the students the
possibility of attending lessons
with Flipped method
Webquest as a way to motivate
students to do challenging
internet researches
Learning nutritive functions
through Flipped classroom
approach
Using virtual environments to
foster new ways of expression
and soft skills
Involving students in writing and
realizing a web-series, curing all
phases of its realization

ITALY

MATHISIS - Managing Affective-learning
through Intelligent Atoms and Smart

C. Mancini

IC R.Levi Montalcini Roma

SPAIN

Using advanced technologies to
foster the involvement of
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Interactions

ITALY

Didactics by scenario: learning story and ASL

students with learning difficulties
M. Mascheretti

IIS E. Torricelli Roma

Promote historical knowledge
and a culture of research through
the analysis of data collected
online

D) THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW DIGITAL COMPETENCIES RELATED TO THE WORK PLACE AND ITS IMPACT ON
CURRICULA
COUNTRY

PRACTICE NAME

PROFESSOR

SCHOOL

CORE

GREECE

The Advantages of using Wikipedia as
a teaching tool

A. Droubogianni

1st Gen. Lyc of
Rethymno, Crete

GREECE

The combined use of Lego
Mindstorms NXT and App Inventor for
teaching novice programmers the
basic programming concepts
New motivation for learning through
ICT

S. Papadakis

5th Gen. Lyc of
Heraklion, Crete

Promoting a more critical use
of web sources to develop a
community of practice and
new educational assignments
Creating new strategies for
introducing students to
programming courses

A. Albu

Tech HS V.
Slavescu - Ploiesti

Monitoring Driver’s Activity through
TIS Office

M. Tuinete

LTT de
Transporturi Ploiesti

ROMANIA
ROMANIA

Developing ICT tools for
supporting students and
teachers in classroom
Using Technologies to
monitor the training of
transportation school
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students

SPAIN

Piña 3.0: Press, Radio and Tv for the
Linguistic Competence Work

J. Rey Diez

Col. Pub. Tierra de
Pinares

SPAIN

Multiply with BEEBOT: BEEBOT Race

M.F. Vela Checa

C. Jesus Nazareno Getafe

ITALY

Coding and Creativity

G. Cecchetti

IS L. Lombardo
Radice - Roma

ITALY

PON Course – Storytelling between
Passion and Business

A. D’Oria

IC G. Marconi –
Castelfranco Emilia

Allowing children to publish
news on their experiences in
classroom, in order to obtain
linguistic competencies
Allowing students to develop
computational abilities
through a software
Using a learning environment
to discover coding activities
and create interactive stories
and games
Teaching students to perform
surveys and interviews in
companies, doing data
analysis through digital
devices

RESEARCH DESIGN
Schools and good practices have been identified through an online questionnaire addressed
to institutes who are part of vanguard movements, transnational networks or acceded to
funds for school digitalization. They have been differentiated into four specific fields:
a) the digital classes and how to use technology in the personalization of learning;
b) the approach of Challenge Based Learning in Upper Secondary Schools and its
impact on curricula and on the involvement of students and parents;
c) experiences of personalization of learning through visual learning;
d) the construction of new digital competencies related to the work place and its
impact on curricula.
The collected material will be analyzed, in order to identify which sections of the interviews
could provide more useful information for each aspect that is more pertinent to our topic of
interest. These selected sections will be put in comparison, in order to understand
differences and similarities on the ways the phenomenon has been conceived by different
people.
From an operational point of view, the analysis will use semantic indicators and will focus on
arguments referred by the interviewees on perceived continuities and discontinuities
between use of technologies and learning outcomes. We will intuitively collect and define
the expectations which (implicitly or explicitly) are at the origin of the argumentations,
identifying a set of preliminary conceptions through criteria of similarity and diversity that
are implicitly set.
In the following phase of elaboration, the aforementioned similarities and differences are
made explicit, with the aim of defining structural aspects that differentiate the conceptions
and, consequently, to interpret their peculiarities. In this phase the researcher moves the
focus alternatively from the referential aspect to the structural ones of the conceptions.
After all the various conceptions have been made transparent, we will be able to proceed to
their finalization and to their hierarchical organization. They will be elaborated thanks to a
phenomenographic approach: this peculiar analysis method will provide us information
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regarding the perceptions of the involved subjects, understanding and conceptualization of
their teaching/learning experiences. The individual responses to general questions will be
hence studied focusing on thoughts and opinions on the innovative potential of technologybased learning shared by the participants. Finally, they will be translated in variables and
analyzed in relation to the learning strategies.
The following document will be divided into two parts: in the first part, we will present the
results of our phenomenographic analysis, as divided into different categories, and then
summed up into general conclusions; in the second part, we will provide the transcriptions
of all the interviews collected by the members of the partnership in the various countries.
The interviews will also be made available on a Youtube channel and on the Canvass+
website as an additional result of the first intellectual output.
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FIRST PART:
ANALYSIS
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PHENOMENOGRAPHIC APPROACH: WHAT IS IT?

The ways in which teachers and trainers interact with students in classrooms has
increasingly transformed over the past decades, with a pace that has known an exponential
growth over the last ten years. The changes brought by digital media to each social process
has involved also educational institutions, creating new dynamics that have modified both
traditional didactics and the relationship between teacher and student. The difficulty
showed by many scholastic institutions in developing a comprehensive strategy for the
integration and valorization of digital tools and technologies in their learning programs is
mostly connected by the absence of a general confidence in the new possibilities opened by
this evolution.
Frequently hampered by “retrogressive reform measures that cleave towards the basics and
marginalize media” 3, the school sector has responded slowly to changes in the social and
media landscape, failing to exploit fully the positive effect of this transformation 4. Despite
these shortcomings, over time a number of good practices have shown how many
professors and schools have engaged in developing a creative thinking over the application
of new technologies to traditional didactics, spreading the kinds of grassroots stimulus that
are needed to gradually ignite widespread transformations.
The objective of our analysis is to identify these aforementioned stimulus, trying to
understand the points of contact that unify them in nations characterized by different
educational systems and levels of digital literacy, both amid students and teachers. We are
confident that in this way it will be possible to identify a line of contact between different
understanding and conceptions. Phenomenographic methods of research have the positive
feature of allowing us the possibility to do a qualitative analysis on these different
conceptions, allowing us to identify the key elements of approaches to learning, approaches

3

Buckingham, D., (2014). The Success and failure of media education [online]. Media Education Research
Journal, 4(2), 5–17. Retrieved February 7, 2018, from http://merj.info/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/MERJ_42-Editorial.pdf.
4
Cannon, M., (2018). Digital Media in Education. Digital, Media and Literacy Practices with Young Learners.
Palgrave Mac Millan, London, UK
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to teaching, understanding of what is discovered in classroom and, more in general, about
every general issue learned in society about educational systems5.
Phenomenographic approaches to research have the ambition of describing how groups of
individuals understand and give sense to phenomena. As stated by Ference Marton, one of
the founders and most important developers of this research paradigm, phenomenography
aims to represent the “variation of peoples’ conceptions of a given phenomenon in the
surrounding world”, studied not in a static sense but in their dynamic evolution.
Within this theoretical framework, data collection represents one of the most important
passages: the conceptions and worldviews of the individual are central to the investigation.
It is hence fundamental that the interviewees expose their experiences, speaking freely and
providing information that come from their direct experience. The interviewer will have the
task of providing a general framework for the conversation: hopefully, after having
established an atmosphere of trust with the interviewer, the interviewee will in fact provide
personal information and opinions concerning the enrolled activities. Giving him the
possibility to talk freely will allow us to obtain a better general insight: for this reason, it may
be more useful to ask open questions instead of specific details.
After having identified the most relevant good practices, it is necessary to conduct individual
interviews with the implementing operators, using questions which may stimulate a
conversation that may be interesting for our purposes. According to our peculiar approach,
this analysis has been elaborated throughout 4 different phases:
Selection of information;
First-level analysis;
Interpretation of data;
Second-level or final analysis.

5

Bowden, J. A. (2003). The Nature of the Phenomenographic Research, in J. A. Bowden, E. Walsh (2003),
Phenomenography, RMIT University Press, Melbourne.
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The final outcome of the analysis should be a collection and interpretation of experiences as
shared by the interviewees, with a particular focus on the individuals’ ideas and purposes
behind the various opinions, with a strong reference to the contribute of technology to the
learning outcomes.
Within the context of Canvass+, the professors have been contacted after a work of
selection over a consistent number of good practices in each of the four nations involved in
the research. The initial search has led to the identification of 8 more interesting practices
per country, divided into a series of macro-areas that were already outlined.
In each of the four countries, partner organizations representing schools and educational
institutes (Colegio Las Chapas in Spain; IIS Sarandì in Italy, 4th Vocational School Esperino of
Heraklion in Greece; Liceul Tehnologic de Transporturi de Ploiesti in Romania) have carried
out the interviews on the representatives of the selected good practices, consisting in semistructured video-interviews aimed at inviting the teachers in providing general information
on their practices, expressing freely their perceptions, ideas and views concerning the
activities they were carrying out with the students. Contents have been ordered according
to a number of common features: description of the implementing professor’s profile;
description of the institute where the practices took place; description of the students who
took place to the activities; general description on the project, on its implementation and
planning; innovative features; potential exportability. It is important mentioning that these
information have not been collected in a schematic way, but have been elaborated in the
reporting phase in order to define a criteria of collection of the information presented in the
interviews.
Thanks to this informal approach, it was possible to obtain a series of important information
concerning not only specific or technical details of practices carried out in each country, but
also concerning the expectations and ideas that were behind each of the practices. At the
end of the interview phase, interviews were transcribed and collected by ERIFO in this
document, which took care of organizing all materials in a wide grill containing an
abundance of important ideas and inspirations.
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In the grills proposed in the following pages, we operated a division between four
information that we were able to isolate in the various interviews. The information that we
collected from the phenomenographic analysis could be divided into the following aspects:
-

Learning outcomes: the significant and essential learning that learners have
achieved, and can reliably demonstrate at the end of the digital activity;

-

Personal conceptions: the personal ideas that the individuals who implement a
practice have concerning their activity, their institute, the educational system, etc.

-

Structural factors: aspects connected to the context (local, regional, national) where
the activities took place and that had an impact on the practice

-

Codification or synthetic categories: potential abstract categories that have been
elaborated by the reporting organization, in order to provide a final level of
macroscopic alignment between all presented practices and explain impact on
teachers/trainers’ activity

The information we were able to collect will give us important information on the most
important categories and features that lay behind all good practices in the four different
fields of our analysis, giving us the chance of thinking in abstract and channel the positive
stimulus provided by the good cases collected into the various outputs of the Canvass
project.

A. THE DIGITAL CLASSES AND HOW TO USE TECHNOLOGY IN THE PERSONALIZATION OF LEARNING
GOOD PRACTICE

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PERSONAL
CONCEPTIONS

Teaching Blood Groups Using
Information Computer
Technology (Ict)
Greece
15-18 Yo Students

- To Know Accurate Information
About Blood Types
- To Know The Most Important
Things Concerning Transfusions

- Use Of Ict In School Learning
Increases Teaching
Effectiveness
- Use Of Ict In School
Improves Students’ Learning
- Internet Could Provide
Information On A Huge
Amount Of Settings
- Internet Could Allow
Teachers To Teach In A NonConventional And Less Boring
Way
- Studying Using Online
Information And Educational
Software
- Reinforcing Concepts
Through Game Activities Is
Important
- Students With Special
Learning Abilities May Get
Bored More Easily
- Simplicity And Creativity Of
This Online Interactive
Gaming Activity Could Be
Applied To All Subjects
- Importance Of A Different

Interactive Exercises Through
Hot Potatoes
Greece
15-18 Yo Students

- To Acquire Adequate
Knowledge Of Language
Phenomena
- To Cooperate With The
Teacher

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS
(CONTEXTUAL)
- Pre-University Preparation
For Students
- Rural Population In The
Institute, With High
Engagement In The Tourism
Sector

SYNTHETIC CATEGORIES
A) Wider Access To Data
And Information
B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches
To Teaching Activities
C) Gaming Activities

- The Institute Operates In
The Agricultural And Tourism
Sector. Many Students Are
Low-Skilled Adults

A) More Opportunities For
Approaching Students With
Learning Difficulties
B) More Strategies For
Fostering Creativity
C) Gaming Activities
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Using The Educational Platform
Https://Sites.Google.Com/Site/T
ictransporturi
Romania
6-18 Yo Students

Applying Digital Methods During
Math Classes, Within
Performance Activities
And School Projects
Romania
12-18 Yo Students

I-Pad Art – Comic Yourself

- To Obtain Improved Digital
Skills Through An Online
Educational Platform
- To Develop Materials Thanks
To The Use Of Digital Devices
(Posters, Magazines, Tests,
Webpages)

- To Plan And Build A
Mathematical Project Together
- To Gain More Digital
Competences To Search And
Interpret Information

- To Learn Different Adjectives

Approach To Didactics For
Students, In Particular For
Those With Different Learning
Abilities
- Use Of Technologies Has An
Impact Both On Teachers And
Students, Developing Their
Skills And Personality
- A Good Sharing Of Tasks
May Lead To A Better
Objective
- Importance Of Educational
Platform As An Instrument To
Increase Participation
- Use Of Digital Technologies
Provide More Opportunities
Of Cooperation And
Collaboration
- Students Prefer
Interdisciplinary Projects
- Students Ask To Work With
Digital Tools, Since They Have
More Familiarity With Them
- Team Work Improves The
Relationship Between
Students And Teachers

- It Is Important To Use

- Lack Of Facilities And
Endowments Make Ict
Teaching Difficult
- Need To Put Ict Professors In
Condition Of Capitalizing Their
Experience Through
Investment

A) More Opportunities For
Fostering SelfAwareness/Self-Esteem
B) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team
Spirit/Collaboration
C) Importance For
Increasing Participation

- Computing Engines Are Used
In Many Classes To Integrate
Digital Technologies And
Math
- Many Projects With Local
Communities Are Active
- Openness To Educational
Partnerships

A) Better Ways To Foster

- The School Seems To Be

A) Digital Technologies Give

Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration
B) Digital Technologies Give
More Possibilities To Get In
Contact With Students
C) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation
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Spain
Max 5 Yo Students

Professor Utonio Helps Us Travel
To The Past
Spain
5 Yo Students

Learning Mathematics At The
Time Of Internet
Italy
14-19 Yo Students

About Emotions And Feelings
- To Know The Art Of Important
Artists
- To Learn Project-Based Work

- To Use Interactive And Digital
Boards
- To Use “Beebot”, A Virtual
Reality Software To Program
Their Didactic Material

- To Learn Math Through
Flipped Methods

Technologies For Students In
Classroom, Because They Are
Used Constantly By Students
And Schools Need To Be Up
To Date
- Teachers Have To
Understand Ways To Get In
Contact With Students
- Innovation In School Is
Fundamental: Educational
System Needs To Change
The Use Of Digital Devices
(Ipad) Increases The
Involvement And Motivation
Of Students
- Students Need To Become
The Major Actors In Learning,
By Experimenting And
Discovering
- Learning System Should
Prepare Youngsters To Work
In New Ways
- Challenges Are Made
Between Students To Develop
Problem-Solving Abilities In
Maths
- Students Follow Lessons At
Their Own Rhythm
- Impact Has Been More

Very Well Furnished Of Digital
Devices

More Possibilities To Get In
Contact With Students
B) To Learn Project-Based
Work

. The School Has Long
Experience In European
Projects, With A Solid
Methodology On “Learning
For Skills”
- Many Other Teachers Are
Working On Interactive
Projects
- Institute Comes From A Rich
Part Of Rome, But Students
Have Various Backgrounds
- The Core Of Learning Is
Directed Towards Technical
Education
- The Method Is Particularly

A) More Opportunities For
Fostering SelfAwareness/Self-Esteem
B) To Learn Project-Based

Work

A) Improve Problem-Solving
And Critical Thinking
B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches
To Teaching Activities
C) More Opportunities For
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A Day In The City
Italy
6-13 Yo Students

Paper Wings
Italy
15-16 Y.O. Students

- To Use Chromebook (Digital
Platform) In Class
- To Perform Researches Under
The Control Of Professors
- To Create A Simulation Of A
City That Could Be Accessed
- To Work On Digital Platforms
- To Elaborate Creative
Contents Through Digital
Instruments
- To Create A Blog

Significant On Students With
Learning Issues, Also
Connected To Disability

Aimed At Students That Need
To Recover Shortcomings

Approaching Students With
Learning Difficulties

- There Is A Need To
Customize Teaching On The
Basis Of The Learners’ Need
- Ict Could Be Applied With
Positive Effect On All Didactic
Materials And Disciplines
- Students Appreciated Being
Involved In Classes, Working
In Informal Situation
- Collaboration Was Very
Positive And Efficient
- Team Spirit Was Developed
In A Very Positive Way
- Self Esteem And Self
Awareness Were
Strengthened

- The Institute Embraces All
Disciplines
- Use Of Chromebooks Helped
In Introducing Teaching And
Robotics At All School Levels

A) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation

- The Territory Is Complex,
With Many Social Economic
Issues (In Particular For
Youngsters) But Also With A
Well Developed Network Of
Social Services
- The School Has WellDeveloped Laboratories, In
Particular For Ict Activities

A) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration

B) Interdisciplinary
Approach To Innovation
And Education

B) More Opportunities For
Fostering SelfAwareness/Self-Esteem
C) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches
To Teaching Activities

B) THE APPROACH OF CHALLENGE BASED LEARNING IN UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND ITS IMPACT
ON CURRICULA AND ON THE INVOLVEMENT OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS
GOOD PRACTICE

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PERSONAL CONCEPTIONS

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

CODIFICATION
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(CONTEXTUAL)

Pixton Emotion
Stories
Greece
12-15 Y.O. Students

- To Create A Video Comic About
Emotions Through Music And Ict
- To Use Animated Video Stories To
Express Emotions About Real Problems

Web Application
And Collaborative
Writing In The
Modern Greek
Language
Greece
16-18 Y.O. Students
Applying Digital
Teaching Methods
And Tools During
Social Sciences
Romania
10-18 Y.O. Students

- To Cooperate With Other Students
- To Teach Other Students And Exchange
Knowledge

Webquest
Romania
15-18 Y.O. Students

- To Use Information And Do Researches
With The Objective Of Achieving Specific
Tasks

- To Use Digital Devices To Do
Researches On The Web
- To Create Visual Representations Of
Theoretical Models

- Digital Tools May Help
Students In Dealing With
Everyday Problems
- Combination Of Knowledge,
Creativity And Technical Skills
- Story Telling Methods Used To
Express Emotions Through
Technology

- Collaboration Between
Computer Science Teacher And
Music Teacher
- Difficulty In Complying With
The Fixed Schedule Of The
School

B) More Strategies For
Fostering Creativity
C) Interdisciplinary
Approach To Innovation And
Education

- Using Web Platforms To Write
Together On A Topic May Help
Students In Cooperating Better
- Cooperative Methods Help
Students In Gaining Motivation
And Become More Autonomous
- The Use Of Devices May Help
Students To Become More
Curious
- Students Become More
Motivated In Their Development
- Students Become More
Interested In Other Cultures
- Quests Could Be A Good
Motivational Instrument
- Invention Of A Modern
Method To Use Information And

CATEGORIES
A) Improve Possibilities Of
Expressing Feelings And
Emotions

A) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration
B) Digital Technologies Give
More Possibilities To Get In
Contact With Students
- Use Of Digital Didactic Methods
In Social Science Help Students
To Apply Knowledge In Real Life

A) Wider Access To Data And
Information

- Classes Should Be Adapted To
The Needs Of Students
- Traditional Methods Should Be
Adapted To Pursue Job-Oriented

A) Wider Access To Data
And Information

B) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

B) Improve Skills In Data
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Achieve Tasks

Objectives
- Teachers Support The Relation
School-Family-Community

Filtering And Evaluation
C)Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning

The Use Of Digital
Methods During
Math Lessons For
Grades IX-XII, As
Well As
In Educational
School Projects
Romania
14+ Y.O. Students

- To Use Digital Technologies In Class In
A Better Way

- Students Gain More
Confidence, Improve Their
Communication, Management
And Organizational Skills
- Need To Record Students’
Progress Thanks To New
Technologies
- Need For A Learner Centered
And More Participatory
Approach To Information

- Using Digital Resources In Math
Classes May Help Students In
Having Personalized Forms Of
Learning
- Teachers Are Looking For
Strategies To Establish
Partnership With Families And
Local Communities

A) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

- The Basic Notions Could Be
Used And Applied In Other
Countries
- Students Come From Rich
Families And Have A Good Level
Of Digital Knowledge
- The Experiment Should Be
Carried Out With The Availability

A) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation

Understanding The
Electric Bill
Spain
13-14 Y.O. Students

- To Understand How Electricity Bills
Work
- To Use Programs For Calculations

- This Activity Helps Students To
Learn To Work In Team And
Exchange Knowledge

A Robot In The
Classroom

- To Program The Flight Of A Drone
Under The Guidance Of A Professor

- Collaboration Was Very
Positive And Efficient

B) Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning
C) To Learn Project-Based
Work

B) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration
A) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration
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Spain
11 Years Old

- To Develop Computational Thinking
- To Become Familiar With Drones And
Robots

- Students Became More
Interested In Science And
Technology
- Logical Reasoning And Critical
Thinking Were Strengthened

Of Particular Facilities And
Technological Equipment

- The Activities Were Done In
The Context Of A Competition
“At The School Of Astroparticles”
For 6 Months
- Students Benefitted From
Information And From The
Guidance Of Teachers And
Technicians
- The Project Has Won Many
National Prizes
- This Is The 4 Year Of
Application Of The Project

The Pierre Auger
Observatory
Italy
17-18 Y.O. Students

- To Do Workshops And Lectures
- To Do Data Analysis
- To Learn To Manage Data And Do
Scientific Divulgation Activities

- Students Consolidated Skills
Through Cooperative Learning
And Peer-To-Peer Education
- Students Looked Glad To Learn
About Physics And Eager To
Know More

Aurat
Italy
15-19 Y.O. Students

- To Create Robots Under The Guidance
Of A Teacher
- To Cooperate With Other Team
Members
- To Take Part To Challenges

- Students Learn How To Work
In Team
- Thanks To An Integrated
Guidance, Students Are Able To
Become More And More
Autonomous
- Thanks To The Guidance Of
The Teacher, Challenges
Becomes Something That Help
Students In Making Sense Of
The Value Of Their Engagement
- The Collaborative Spirit And
The Teamwork Setting Could Be
Exported In Many Other Settings

B) Improve Problem-Solving
And Critical Thinking
C) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness
A) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation
B) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration

A) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration
B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities
C) To Learn Project-Based
Work
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C. EXPERIENCES OF PERSONALIZATION OF LEARNING THROUGH VISUAL LEARNING
GOOD PRACTICE

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PERSONAL
CONCEPTIONS

Video Creation Of
Cretan Edible
Greens
Greece
14-16 Yo Students

- To Collect And Exchange Information
- To Plan, Communicate And Cooperate

- Digital Tools May Help
Students In Showing The
Behavior, Thanks To The Use Of
Audio And Video
- Students Understood The
Importance Of Empathy
- Traditional Teaching Lacks
Instruments To Support
Creativity, Communication And
Cooperation
- Personalized Learning
Strategies Are More Useful For
Students
- Students Learned How To
Work Together And Respect
Each Other Opinions
- They Know Better How To
Cooperate To Make Groups
Behave More Effectively
- This Practice Is More Effective
In Vocational Schools

- Organizational, Financial And
Disciplinary Problems Were
Present

- Lack Of Cultural Activities In
The City
- Importance Of Fostering
Participation Of Students
Through These Actions
- Presence Of Students With
Learning Difficulties And With
Concentration Issues
- Good Ict Knowledge

A) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

- Use Of Flipped Classrooms To
Change Traditional Conception

- A Strong International
Approach To Learning Is

A) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To

Teaching English
Language Using
Short Films –
Interactive Cinema
Greece
15-19 Yo Students

- To Motivate Students To Make Their
Own Short Films
- To Use Audio And Video Materials To
Talk About Global Issues

Flipped Classroom
Method

- To Attend Classes In A Different Way
- To Participate In Their Own

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS
(CONTEXTUAL)

CODIFICATION
CATEGORIES
A) More Strategies For
Fostering Creativity
B) Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning
C) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration

B) More Strategies For
Fostering Creativity
C) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration
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Romania
12-16 Yo Students

Using Computer
And Internet To
Present Various
Chemical Tutorials,
Virtual
Experiments,
Microscopic Images
Romania
14+ Yo Students
Implementation Of
Technology To
Challenge-Based
Learning
Spain
15-17 Yo Students

Development

- To Critically Assess Information And
Consolidate Notions
- To Use Ict Better For Understanding
- To Become More Integrated And
Responsible

- To Learn Systems Involved In The
Nutrition Function
. To Support Other Students Through
Videos

Of Learning
- Creating A Soft Approach To
Learning Through Audio And
Video Resources
- Classrooms Will Be Changed,
Becoming More Adapt To
Modern Didactic Styles
- Ict In Didactics Has A Positive
Impact
- Technology Will Foster Active
Engagement Of Students In
Class And Society, Managing
Their Time In A Better Way
- Development Of Students’
Creativity Needs To Be
Enhanced
- Teachers Have To Become
More Active In Identifying Skill
Gaps
- Teachers Need To Foster
Flexible Thinking And Creativity

Promoted, With Many Lessons In
English
- Attention To Needs Of Market
And Local Communities

Teaching Activities

- School Ensures NonDiscriminatory Access To
Education And To The Job
Market
- The School Has Supported
Contact With Other External
Actors Who Supported The
Project

A) More Strategies For
Fostering Creativity

- Students Get To Learn How To
Learn
- The Project Could Be Applied
Also To Other Disciplines
- Students Do All In A More
Autonomous Way

- The Classroom Is Composed By
Girls Of The Biology Class
- Students Are Active In Other
Projects In Which They Use IPads
- Students Are Already Good In
Doing Teamwork

A) Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning

B) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

B) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation

B) Interdisciplinary
Approach To Innovation And
Education
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Touching Minecraft
Spain
12 Yo Students

From 1 To 1000
Stories To Tell
Italy
15-17 Yo Students

- To Simulate Activities Through Virtual
Reality
- To Use Game With Learning Purposes
- To Work In Team And Divide Roles

- To Write The Plot Of A Short Movie
- To Do Video-recordings And Create A
Webserie About Your Life

- To Support Individuals With Disabilities
Mathisis Managing Affective- In Receiving Education Through Various
Learning Through Approaches
Intelligent Atoms
And Smart

- Collaboration And Creativity
Are Enhanced
- To Develop A Relation With
The World Through Digital
Environments: Everything Could
Be Programmed And Recreated
- To Collaborate Through A
Different Language And Code
- The Students Can Get Any Role
In The Class, In A Flexible
Context
- Students Have Had An
Increased Level Of SelfAwareness And Perception Of
Themselves And Their Body
- The Project Had A Very Positive
Response From All Participants
And Helped Inclusiveness And
Participation Also Of Difficult
Students
- Students Were Willing To
Present The Places And Stories
Of Their Lives, Sharing Them
With Others
- Technology Allows To Design
Advanced Educational Methods
- Strong Possibility Of Creating
Personalized Learning
Objectives
- Use Of Gaming Approaches

- The School Is A Digital School,
With Use Of Tech At All Levels. It
Is Connected To A Wide Network
Of Other Institutes
- The Institute Provided Support
To All Activities, Also Financially
Speaking
- Free Licenses Will Allow The
Increase Of Activities Done
Through The Platform

A) Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning

- The Project Involves Students
With Complicated Backgrounds,
Who Have Problems In Taking
Part To Traditional Didactics

A) Digital Technologies Give
More Possibilities To Get In
Contact With Students

B) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness
C) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities

B) More Opportunities For
Approaching Students With
Learning Difficulties
C) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

- The Project Is Funded Through
Horizon Eu Program
- The Target Are Individuals With
Mental Disabilities
- The Project Uses Avantgarde
Technologies

A) More Opportunities For
Approaching Students With
Disabilities
B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
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- Multiplicity Of Different
Approaches

Interactions
Italy
12-16 Yo Students

Didactics by
scenario: learning
story and ASL
17-18 Yo Students

Teaching Activities
C) Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning

- To obtain new social and civic
competences
- To collect and analyze data
- To analyze literary and visual contents

- They Know Better How To
Cooperate To Make Groups
Behave More Effectively
- Students learn to communicate
through different techniques
and languages
- Students increase their
capability of working on data
and information

- The activity is built to create
understanding of a specific
district of Rome
- The activity is realized in
collaboration with the
Municipality

A) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation
B) To Learn Project-Based

Work
C) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness
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D. THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW DIGITAL COMPETENCIES RELATED TO THE WORK PLACE AND ITS IMPACT
ON CURRICULA
GOOD PRACTICE

The Advantages Of
Using Wikipedia As
A Teaching Tool
Greece
15-17 Yo Students

The Combined Use
Of Lego
Mindstorms Nxt
And App Inventor
For Teaching Novice
Programmers The
Basic Programming
Concepts
Greece
16-18 Yo Students
New Motivation For
Learning Through
Ict

LEARNING OUTCOMES
- To Contribute And Use Wikipedia
Critically As A Teaching Tool In Various
Teaching Assignments
- To Review And Evaluate Sources

- To Learn Programming Structures For
Novice Programmers Students

- To Use Digital Skills In Class
- To Develop Entrepreneurial Skills And
Business Language Through Exercises In

PERSONAL
CONCEPTIONS

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS
(CONTEXTUAL)

CODIFICATION
CATEGORIES

- Research Could Help Students
In Having An Impact On The
World
- Students Learn The Difference
Between Essay-Like And FactBased
- Students Gain More Media
Literacy
- More Cooperation And
Collaboration
- The Most Important Task Was
Developing A Constructive
Approach
- Need To Educate Students To
Practice With Daily Objects Such
As Smartphones
- Solid Impact On Traditional
Methods And On Cooperation
Between Students And Teachers

- Students Showed Initial
Resistance To New Assignment
Methods, Facing Psychological
Barriers That They Then
Overcame

A) Wider Access To Data
And Information

- Programming Is Generally
Perceived As A Difficult Task And
Introductory Teaching
Programmes Are Perceived As
Non-Sufficient And Complex
- Traditional Teaching Methods
Are Not Stimulating And
Motivating

A) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities

- Integration Of Ict In Didactics
Helps Improving School
Performance

- The School Has A Job-Oriented
Offer, Organized With The
Support Of The Regional Action

A) Digital Technologies Give
More Possibilities To Get In
Contact With Students

B) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation
C) Better Ways To Foster
Team Work/Team Spirit/
Collaboration

B) Digital Technologies Give
More Possibilities To Get In
Contact With Students
C) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness
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Romania
12-16 Yo Students

Class

Monitoring Driver’s
Activity Through Tis
Office
Romania
14+ Yo Students

- To Use An Online Platform To Monitor
Their Own Progress

Piña 3.0: Press,
Radio And Tv For
The Linguistic
Competence Work
Spain
6-12 Yo Students

- To Do Workshops And Lectures
- To Use Press, Radio And Tv Means Of
Communication For Developing
Linguistic Competence For Children

- Students Have Been Able To
Improve Their Negotiation Skills
- Technology Supports Active
Engagement
- These Exercises, Realized With
Support Of Digital Platforms,
Increase The Level Of Financial
Literacy, Competitiveness,
Critical Thinking, ProblemSolving
- Use Of Digital Technologies
Could Increase Motivations
- Strong Impact On Critical
Thinking And Problem-Based
Learning
- Innovative Materials Will Be
Shared And Made Public For A
Stronger Dissemination
- Learning Becomes Fun And
Motivating For Children
- Children Are Entertained And
Learn To Collaborate

Plan For Vet
- In The Region, There Are Many
Activities For The Support Of
Training And Specialization To
The Labour Force

B) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

- Pre-university Institute Enrolled
In Many Different Courses With
A Strong Vet Offer

A) Improve Problem-Solving
And Critical Thinking

- The School, Located In A Small
Center In An Active Region,
Invested Deeply In Technology,
Improving Results Of Students
- The Tech Level Of Students Is
Medium-High
- Many Workshops And Activities
Are Carried Out
- A Consistent Success Of The
Project Helped In Mobilizing
More Resources And Obtain
New Materials

A) Improving Possibilities Of
Creating Tailor-Made Forms
Of Learning
B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities

C) Improve Problem-Solving
And Critical Thinking

B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities
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Multiply With
Beebot - “Beebot
Race”
Spain
nd
2 Grade Students
Coding And
Creativity
Italy
14-18 Yo Students

Pon Course –
Storytelling
Between Passion
And Business
Italy
12 Yo Students

- To Learn Math Through Gaming

- To Discover Coding Thanks To Easy-ToUse Tools
- To Create Interactive Stories, Games
And Animation Through Scratch.Mit.Edu

- To Use Storytelling In Order To Create
Projects On The Territory
- To Do Survey And Perform Data
Analysis

- The Children Gain More
Computational Thinking And
Succeed In Developing New
Skills
- Students Are Invited To Think
Creatively
- Computational Thinking Is
Developed Thanks To A
Comprehensive Strategy
- Students Are Able To Develop
Digital Skills With An Approach
Oriented To The World Of
Employment
- Students Showed High Levels
Of Enjoyment, Overcoming
Issues With English Languages
- Increase Of Stronger
Expressive And Communicative
Skills
- The Objective Is To Limit
Scholastic Dispersion
- Students Underlined The
Impact On Self-Awareness
- Use Of Several Applications In
The Activities Course

- Project Is Very Easy To
Transmit And Many
Collaborations Have Started
- The Teacher Is Strongly
Interested In Ict And Digital
Technologies And Has Strong
Experience In Applying

A) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities
B) Gaming Activities

- The Level Of Participation Of
The Participant Students (50)
Was Very High, Over 70%
- Some Of The Students Became
Program Tutors At Fondazione
Mondo Digitale
- The Project Is Mainly Directed
Towards Female Students

A) Gaming Activities

- Teachers Were Selected
Through Public Advice
- Activities Were Carried Out In
The Afternoon, As
Extracurricular

A) Improve Skills In Data
Filtering And Evaluation

B) Importance Of NonConventional Approaches To
Teaching Activities
C) Importance For Increasing
Participation And Openness

B) More Opportunities For
Fostering SelfAwareness/Self-Esteem
C) Improve Possibilities Of
Expressing Feelings And
Emotions
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- Consolidation Of Expressive
Skills, Improving Written And
Oral Competences, And Also
Digital Skills

SECOND PART:

GOOD PRACTICES
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A. THE DIGITAL CLASSES AND HOW TO USE TECHNOLOGY IN THE
PERSONALIZATION OF LEARNING
1. Teaching Blood Groups using Information Computer Technology (ICT)
Implementing operator: Emmanouli Georgoulakis
Institute: High School of Gouves, Crete, Greece
Information about the teacher: Mr Georgoulakis is a teacher of Biology and Chemistry in
the High School of Gouves in Crete, Greece. He has 15 years of teaching experience. He
studied Biology in the University of Crete and then he had his Master of Science degree in
Medical Biochemistry from Brunel University in London, UK. He speaks English fluently and
Italian good. He is the Project Coordinator for local and European programs in his school.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The High school
of Gouves is a typical public High school of Greece. The orientation of the school, as of all
the General Lyceums in Greece, is the combination of a wider education and specific
scientific preparation for the student’s admission to Universities. The school belongs to the
Municipality of Hersonissos in Crete which is a Greek island. Demographically it is not a
homogenous area since it consists of rural population, semi-urban classes who are
principally engaged in the tourists business and there is also the strong presence of
immigrants mainly coming from European countries. Students who attend this school range
from 15 to 18. The student population is constantly increasing its number and the school
currently consists of 190 students and 15 teachers.
General description of the project and purpose: The project purpose is to educate high
school students about blood groups and their importance to transfusions. Also, we are
learning about the Rhesus factor and its importance in childbirth. The learners will study
using information from specific websites and relevant educational software, taking related
quiz to follow up, and participating in fun internet based game activities to reinforce
concepts.
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The most interesting aspect is applying the knowledge to everyday life. The students have to
understand that transfusions are necessary for medical treatment and that we all at some
point in our life will probably need one. The use of ICT [Information Computer Technology]
in school learning process is an interesting aspect because it increases the effectiveness of
teaching and improves students’ learning.
The importance of knowing your blood type is to prevent the risk of you receiving an
incompatible blood type at a time of need, such as during a blood transfusion or during
surgery. If two different blood types are mixed, it can lead to a clumping of blood cells that
can be potentially fatal.
One of the most valuable reasons to know about your blood type is to help others. Blood
Services are often looking for potential donors and will put a call out to the public when
there is a need to help others who have been in accidents, are in cancer treatment or need
surgery. Sometimes they will put out a call for specific blood types, so when you hear that
your type is in need, it's your opportunity to roll up your sleeve and donate to help others.
Knowing your Rh blood type is also important for pregnant women. If a woman is Rhnegative and pregnant with a baby who is Rh-positive, it can lead to a condition known as
Rh-incompatibility.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The preparation phase has to do with the
number of activities and the time of the implementation phase (one or two school lessons).
Some remarkable points are:
1.

They will be the need to find questions in the beginning of the lesson in order to
stimulate interest. It is essential that teachers find a way to keep their class
interested enough that students take in the information that is being presented
to them. it is important to start with a few question from their everyday life
about the subject that I want to discuss. I will ask questions about the nature of
the human blood and If they could see human blood in an optical microscope
what would they see inside it. Another question could be if they have heard the
names of the different blood groups of the human body. Also if they know about
transfusions, if they have heard of any problems to people receiving blood from
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other people. One last question could be about the Rhesus factor and if they
have heard of any problems in child birth because of this factor.
2.

The installation of the specific educational software to the student's laptops in
order to gain some more time during the lesson

3.

The creation of groups of the students in order to work in groups.

4.

The creation of the activities also has to take into account the prior knowledge of
the students about the subject.

There is no difficulty with this phase of the school lesson because the student in general find
the topic very interesting and, also, they have heard from the television or from their family
about blood groups, about Rhesus factor and about transfusions.
Management and planning phase: The management and planning phase is important to
project success. Time spent on these activities will reduce risk and increase project success.
On the other hand, inadequate analysis and planning will lead to a failed project.
The Planning/Initiation phase sets the foundation for the other phases. It sets the goals that
i want to meet for my students. In the planning phase i have to find the necessary resources
[websites, educational software etc]. I need to measure the time needed for all of the
teaching activities in order to meet the time limit of an hour of teaching. Sometimes i have
to make adjustments during my teaching but it is important to know what to do when this
occurs. The best plans need to be flexible. Also i will have to make an evaluation sheet
which will be given to the students 5 -10 minutes before the end of the lesson in order to
evaluate the acquirement of the goals that were set in the begging of the lesson.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: Lesson plans don't have to
be the same old boring worksheets or lectures where students sit and take notes time and
time again. The use of Internet can play an important role in education. As it is an enormous
information base, it can be harnessed for retrieval of information on a variety of subjects.
Both teachers and students benefit from the Internet. Teachers can refer to it for additional
information and references on the topics to be taught. Students can refer to web sources
for additional information on subjects of their interest. Information from newspapers based
on the internet can help student identify the importance of knowing our blood type. The
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usage of internet based games that have to do with transfusions can help students
understand the importance that they have to the life of millions of people.
The topic of blood types is often taught in school science lessons but experimenting with
real blood may not be possible for many good reasons—because of the concerns of parents,
the need for comprehensive risk assessments to prevent infection or the transmission of
blood-borne disease, or the reluctance of students to use their own blood.
The use of Internet gives students extra resources and material, such as interactive lessons
and educational games. Tests, homework, collaboration with students and research can all
be done from any computer with Internet access. The Internet contains a wealth of
knowledge that is available instantly upon any search. I can ask students to visit specific
websites to study from home, and online encyclopedias provide masses of knowledge on
almost every topic imaginable. The variety of sources allows students to pursue subjects in
much greater detail rather than being limited to whatever the teacher sends home.
One activity of the teaching process has to do with the use of specific educational software.
The main benefits of using educational software in schools is making teaching-learning more
interesting and goal-oriented and it also stimulates the thinking and senses of the learners.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: The goal of
this lesson plan is for students to learn about blood groups and their importance in
transfusions. There may be a need for a blood transfusion in a school student or a parent or
a teacher, so the students would be able to understand the importance of this medical
treatment. We have to keep in mind that the students can become donors in the following
years, thus creating a positive attitude of giving to the community. Last but not least, the
knowledge of the small differences between people in their blood will be a strong argument
against hate phenomena among students due to sex, religion or ethnic differences.
My good practice can easily be used by every school that has an internet access and a few
computers. Teachers can add more activities based on their student’s level of knowledge
and interest. It is important to have such lessons from the primary schools to the
universities in order to promote blood donations.
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2. Interactive Exercises in Digital Software “Hot Potatoes”

Implementing operator: Georgia Astrinaki
Institute: 2nd Vocational School of Rethymno, Crete, Greece

Information about the teacher: Mrs Astrinaki Georgia is a teacher of the Ancient and the
Modern Greek language. Her teaching experience comes up to 12 years in provincial
institutes of Crete, mostly in High Schools of Secondary Education. She, also, holds a Master
Degree in the fields of Sociology and Psychology, titled “Social Exclusion, Minorities and
Gender”. Her scientific interests are focused on facing the challenges that come up in
classrooms, as far as it concerns either the students that face special learning abilities, or
the lesson itself, that, often, becomes difficult or boring. So, she has participated in many
seminars concerning the Special Education and the Innovative Learning Methods.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Her current
institute is 2o Vocational Lyceum of Rethimno - Crete and belongs to the vocational
Secondary Education. It is cited nearby to the main town of Rethimno, in the area of
Atsipopoulo. The institute gives the opportunity to its students to follow either the sector of
Agriculture or the sector of Economy-Tourism. The working staff is 15 teachers and the
students are117, aged between 15-17 years old. The institute, also, hosts older students
that have, already, obtained a diploma and are, also, interested in taking a second one in
the sections referred above. Moreover, some of the current students had never obtained a
school diploma and now have decided to have a second chance.
General description of the project and purpose: My special interest as a teacher of the
Greek language aims at acquiring the students an adequate knowledge of the lingual
phenomena through both an interesting and an educative way. On this base, the project
that I manage at my school is called “Hot potatoes” and gives the opportunity both to the
teacher and to the students to create a large variety of simpler or more complex exercises.
The type of exercises is listed below: a) a crossword, called Jcross, which requires
explanations in those questions that are posted by the user, b) a multiple choice exercise,
called Jquiz, where the student finds the right answer among others, or must fill an empty
space with it, c) a mixed main sentence, called Jmix, which has to be changed to an
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alternate right sentence, d) an exercise that requires from the user to match the right
answers, called Jmatch, and e) an exercise, called Jclose, where sentences or paragraphs are
given with some missed words. The user should find the right answer by filling the empty
space.
The simplicity of the program along with its creativity make it an interesting and educative
learning tools, which can be used in all the scientific fields taught both in schools of prime
level and second level. Moreover, it is remarkable to refer that students are, also, able to
create exercises, a fact that gives them the opportunity both to check their knowledge but
also to consolidate the new one.
Management and planning phase: Students did not acquire any previous knowledge or
experience of the specific learning tool, so teacher had to create the factors so as to make
the program “Hot potatoes” easily to be managed by them. Also, students had not created
other exercises of such types in the past before, so they hesitated to start trying. Soon, they
were able to create many, new ones, based on the variety the program supports. On the
contrast, they felt really satisfied when they could achieve both the creation but also the
solution of the exercises. During that phase, teacher and students become a dynamic group
that co-operates, in order, firstly, to create on a useful tutorial tool and, then, solve the
exercises. Both sides begin from the same principle point: to make lesson more interesting,
educative and easily to be learnt
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: I think that the program
“Hot potatoes” due to its simplicity becomes soon a useful tool in the classroom. Instead of
studying the book and solving the exercises, following the typical and traditional way,
teacher and students use the specific tool that provides a variety of exercises, new, different
and interesting, promotes the co-operation between teacher and students and among
students themselves, supports students’ creativity and gives them the opportunity to
produce themselves new knowledge, or to repeat the old ones. In each case, gain in selfesteem and progress in learning.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: On my
opinion, the specific good practice named “Hot potatoes” could be used by other
institutions in order to improve their educational programs. Colleagues and students can
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adjust it, according to their lessons, their classes level and their learning requirements. On
my opinion, the specific good practice could be used in almost all the lessons taught in
schools. For example, the teacher of Physics could use this learning tool in order to present
or to repeat the theoretical knowledge he/she teaches. Implementing the specific program
in my school, I have, already, developed a network with other colleagues, who are
interested in managing it in their classrooms. It would be very useful if some institutions,
either of the prime or of the second level were aware of the specific project, in order to
implement it.
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3. Using the educational platform https://sites.google.com/site/tictransporturi
Implementing operator: Violeta Lungescu
Institute: Jean Monnet National College Ploiesti
Information about the teacher: My name is Violeta Lungescu and I am a professor of
mathematics and computer science in the pre-university education with I degree at the
"Jean Monnet" National College in Ploiesti.
I am from Romania, Prahova County, Ploiesti. As far as computer disciplines are concerned,
the lack of endowments, specialized laboratories, up-to-date and licensed software in
educational units makes the educational process more difficult.
Preparing a teacher to teach computer disciplines requires financial and time efforts on
their part.
I have been an 18-year mathematics-computer teacher. I have participated in numerous
training courses, I am an organizer and a member of the county, national and international
projects, I have created and developed educational platforms that support students,
teachers, parents and the local community.
The personal motivation in initiating and implementing a project comes from my desire to
continuously involve me in the education and training of the young generation, from the
interest in continuous professional development of the teaching staff.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students Jean Monnet
National College Ploiesti Municipality is a pre-university educational institution with
pedagogical profile, located in the central area of Ploiesti, Nicolae Iorga street nr. 7.
In 2018-2019, 1505 pupils aged between 6 and 19 are enrolled at the Jean Monnet National
College in Ploiesti through primary, secondary and lyceum levels in the following
specializations:
- Mathematics-Informatics and Natural Sciences: English / German-French
- Humanistic disciplines- specialization: Philology Spanish
- Pedagogical profile-specialization: Teacher-educator
The National College "Jean Monnet" Ploiesti supports the didactic approach in order to
improve the activity, the continuous training of the teaching staff and the attainment of the
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optimal level of performance by the pupils, which will allow to achieve the general
objectives of the Romanian pre-university education.
The "Jean Monnet" College of Ploiesti National Strategy is geared towards preparing the
students in the theoretical field, based on the formation of general and specific
competences, necessary to meet the national and European requirements.
A priority of the strategies for the development of the education system at the level of the
"Jean Monnet" Ploiesti National College was and remains to establish a viable partnership
with the factors that can influence and support the educational process: family, nongovernmental organizations, central and local authorities.
General description of the project and purpose: The project contributes to the
modernization of the didactic activity through the development of digital skills, integrating
ICT in every educational curriculum and allowing the creation of educational resources
useful in the educational process.
Teachers involved in project activities, using interactive communication and digital
education, will improve their digital skills. Students involved in the project will develop their
digital competences and improve their learning outcomes by using ICT in learning.
By integrating new technologies into education, by harnessing the educational resources
created within the project, the learning process will become more operative and will
stimulate lifelong learning. It will also increase the motivation of both direct beneficiaries
and teachers, as well as indirect beneficiaries - parents and educational partners in the
community, to be actively involved in the educational process.
The use of modern strategies, educational resources created within the project will
determine students' personality development, expressing a creative way of thinking,
developing their capacity to tackle various tasks. They become responsible and able to
integrate socially.
The use of modern strategies, virtual training environments will motivate students to
engage in instructional and educational work by developing materials and educational
software designed for their understanding (posters, charts, magazines, tests, multimedia
presentations, web pages, games, dictionaries on-line), initiating projects in collaboration
with pupils in their school or other school institutions in Romania or abroad.
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Management and planning phase: For the implementation of the project, the Ploiesti
Technological High School initiated contacts with teachers from other educational
institutions in the county. We drew up and distributed forms of good practice to teachers.
Following the interpretation of the forms, the willingness to engage respondents in the
project activities and their ability to bring innovation into the learning process emerged.
Ploiesti Technological High School provided information for the interview, as well as the
space, the equipment and the specialized personnel for the interview.
Project management in the planning stage involved activities such as: initiating contacts,
compiling, distributing and interpreting good practice form, interview preparation,
interviewing.
An effective sharing of the tasks for the schools involved in the project, for their pupils and
teachers, the carrying out of some clear activities lead to the achievement of the project
objectives.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: Diversifying teachinglearning-assessment strategies can only be achieved by focusing on the transformation of
the learner into an independent, real and / or virtual explorer and builder of learning.
Young people learn more easily with the help of modern technics, through training assisted
by the learner, from digital voice, are more attentive at school, do not have to wear this
timer and visualize better.
The use of modern strategies to complement traditional teaching methods allows for
diversified educational material to be retained more quickly through listening, viewing and
interactivity.
Using the educational platform as an educational support within each IT / ICT course
promotes my pupils' new digital competences in the first phase and then offers my students
the opportunity to become advanced IT-experienced users.
The creation of this platform, as a motivational support of the pupils, has given me the
opportunity to capitalize on the experience gained by teaching computer science, but also
to discover new methods and strategies of approach in this field, all of which are useful for
achieving the specific competencies of the discipline and to achieve school progress.
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Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: Using an
educational platform is beneficial to any institution, as it is an example of good practice for
specialized teaching staff. It is also an online learning resource storage environment and a
virtual learning environment in which students are involved and motivated to assume their
own responsibility for the studies and knowledge acquired in order to develop their life skills
in the context of sustainable development.
Information transmitted in the virtual environment:
-can easily be accessed by anyone at any hour, not having the characteristic of course
classes where the program is fixed and presence is mandatory; age as criterion disappears
-the sense of learning
-think learning at its own pace
The use of modern technology and technology promotes cooperation between direct and
indirect beneficiaries of education through the use of online and computerized media.
In a world in which tasks are often sent to us by e-mail, and daily information through
virtual spaces, in a society where the term "friend" is confused with the Internet, I think
geographic proximity is not relevant.
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4. Applying digital methods during math classes, within performance activities
and school projects

Implementing operator: Malina Stegaroiu
Institute: National College “Mihai Viteazul”

Information about the teacher: My name is Malina Stegaroiu and I have been teaching
Mathematics at National College „Mihai Viteazul” for almost 30 years. The college I teach at
is over 100 years old and is famous in Prahova county and in Romania as well.
As part of state education system, the college is subordinated to the County School
Inspectorate and to the Ministry of Education. Mathematics teachers are members of the
Society of Mathematical Sciences who yearly organizes Scientific Sessions, International
Congresses, Summer Courses, Olympiads and Contests - scientific and formative activities of
exceptional value.
During classes students continuously use specialized computing engines to integrate digital
technology into mathematical thinking. Certain themes in the curriculum are reshaped as
practical research projects thought by students in various partnerships, with the local
community or other high schools. Planning and building a project together with students is
a challenge to me as well; the excellent feed-back from exams, students and parents
motivates me.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Theoretical high
school with real and human profile, bilingual classes (English, French, German) and
gymnasium with performance classes. Digital tools are used primarily by students from the
real profile. In the mathematical-informatics gymnasium and high school (12-18 years old),
students undertake programming courses and participate in an optional robotics program.
The College Management policy is flexible and conducive to educational partnerships,
teachers and pupils are encouraged and supported in initiating and developing formative
projects in any field at regional, national level. Our high school’s graduation diploma is
recognized by universities and the labor market as a quality award.
General description of the project and purpose: Arousal of methodological and pedagogical
creativity through educational software and tools to tackle practical activities – these form
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valuable research and discovery endeavors Students prefer knowledge transmitted through
digital means they are familiar with.
Relationship between students and teacher are vastly improved through team work
Within the project, the initiative is left to students who are often more creative than
teachers; they choose the subject, working style, programming language and presentation
format. Students favor interdisciplinary projects to teaching hours and participate in them
with responsibility and enthusiasm.
Management and planning phase: I selected the participating student group and
established together with the partners and parents of the students scopes and deadlines.
Management was correct, and created the premises of success.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: Expected changes are:
increasing pupils' interest in mathematics and broadening their multidisciplinary scientificknowledge universe. "Arming" pupils with digital competences to search and interpret
information; investigation and discovery learning.
By using digital environments as tools aimed at working, researching and collaborating for
students and classroom teachers, projects could change from the traditional "ex cathedra"
I have identified curriculum themes that have a strong practical interest (units of
measurement, statistical analysis) and have replaced classical teaching and learning with the
development of an interdisciplinary project in which the students have discovered and
implemented the digitally processed knowledge.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: It would
certainly be an improvement of the educational program to introduce hours dedicated to
the development of interdisciplinary projects adapted to the age. Developing projects
means first of all collaboration between students - parents and teachers. The results of the
elaborated projects (even used as didactic material) can be popularized and possibly turned
into short film synthesizing the stages of developing the project.
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5. I-Pad Art – Comic Yourself
Implementing operator: Sandra Lopez Diaz
Institute: Colegio Bilingual Tierrallana - Huelva

Information about the teacher: Hi, my name is Sandra López Díaz and I am the primary and
secondary level art and new technologies teacher in Tierrallana School in Huelva. I was born
and brought up in London. I studied Fine Art in Chelsea Art College and did my degree in
Cardiff University. After few years working in an art studio, I decided to move to Spain and
study a master degree in Education. I’ve been working in Tierrallana for 10 years now and I
absolutely love what I do.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Tierrallana is a
private bilingual school. We have mixed boys and girls from new born up to 5 years. And
then another from primary up top secondary. We work the Spanish educational system, and
the area that I work is art and technologies. Tierrallana School is located in Aljaraque, in the
Huelva province, so we are surrounded by pine trees and beautiful landscapes.
General description of the project and purpose: The project is based on comic and pop art,
and how facial expression can generate feelings and emotions. The objective of the project
is to learn different adjectives related to feelings and emotions. Then they got to know
artists like Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol and, the pop art movement.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The only requirement for this project is
and iPad or tablet. The app, idraw is free. So, now that everyone has an iPad or tablet at
home. So if there is any school that actually don´t use iPads in the school, to do this project
they can just get the students to bring in and iPad or tablet.
Management and planning phase: My project is about comic and pop art and how facial
expression can generate feelings and emotions. Using the iPad was quite fun because girls
are used to taking photographs. They really got to pay around with the iPod´s camera, and
once we started talking about emotions, and feelings and expressions, facial expressions,
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they tried it out with the friends, and we were seeing what they were doing in a digital
blackboard. So, if I said, “do a up a feeling, like an expression of tiredness”, or "I am bored",
they would have to take a picture of their face using the expressions. Then they would have
to come up with a comic type story to express that image. Once the photo is taken, they add
it to the Idraw app, and start designing their comic; using panel, lettering, and bubble
speech. This has been extremely motivating. A lot of my students were very good at
drawing and when we do anything that is physical drawing, they would be: “Miss, you know,
I don´t like to draw", or "Miss, I can´t draw. I am not very good at it". So actually using the
Idraw app was very motivating for them, because they got image, and they put it under a
layer, and what they were doing, they were tracing over the image. So they found it much
easier to draw and to kind of make their own artwork without having to really do anything
wrong on a piece of paper. They could just rub out and start again, or go back to another
layer, and carry on working. So, it really motivated them. I found a lot of girls that would
take their iPads and take them out to draw in any kind of surrounding. And a lot of the
parents have told me that the weekends, they were so motivated. We would just take her
out, start drawing, and take photographs. So we really got girls that didn´t like to draw
whatever, to actually love drawing. A part of this project also was getting them to show the
rest of the students how they actually did the artwork, the ideas and how they did it. So, we
would also take them with their iPads and they could see how they would present their
work out in audience, which was a great fun as well.
I think it is really important that we use technology in the classroom, especially iPads and
tablets, even mobile phones, because students, especially at this age, in 1st and 2nd of ESO,
are completely immersed in the use of mobile phones. So we have to really teach them how
to use the mobile phones greatly. iPad projects in the school were always looking for the
latest innovation for students and teachers. We always have to be up to date.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: I think innovation is very
important. I think you have to continuously look for new and motivating ideas for our
students. I think the school, we haven´t really changed our educational system. And I think
now it is time to begin changing. We really need to work in groups. The students have to
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learn how to work project-based, because it really gets them to experiment, investigate. A
part of the project in our school also is to develop new projects where the students develop
the design process, or where they have to investigate, and they have to research. They have
to produce answers to solve the problem. They also have to experiment make, create, and
see where they´ve gone wrong. It´s really important that we start working this way in the
classroom because instead of the teacher telling the students all the information, and
having the students bored out their brains, it is really important that we start changing, and
we start making school fun; that we start making going to class like something to look
forward to. That is the whole idea, I mean, that´s what I want. When I used to go to school, I
sometimes used to just hate setting, and watching the teacher write on the blackboard. It
would be absolutely boring. So I found that teachers that were happy at talking to the
students and seeing and having the students give ideas; that´s the important thing! We
need to really give the protagonist to the students. We have to listen to them, They are the
ones with new and fresh ideas, and it´s important that the teachers are there to guide the
students. That is what is very important. We have to motivate our students, and we really
have to start changing the way we do things in the classroom.
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6. Professor Utonio helps us travel to the past.
Implementing operator: Silvia Carratalà Rìos
Institute: Colegio Penyagolosa - Borriana

Information about the teacher: Hello, my name is Silvia Carratalá. I have been working as a
teacher for 15 years, in a primary school. My pupils are 5 years old. I have a degree in
teaching and I also have a master degree in education and new technologies. This is the
reason why I have been implementing the ICT since 2007. I have different materials for the
interactive digital board, which are published in the magazine Pluma y arroba. I take part as
a member in a group called Aumentar, whose objective is to implement augmented and
virtual reality in education. Finally, I joined in a famous Spanish association, called Spiral
education and technologies, which promotes the new technologies in the process learning.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: . The school
where I teach is called CEIP PENYAGOLOSA. It’s a public school, which participates in 2
European programs, Erasmus +, and European language portfolio. We implement a
methodology called “learning for skills”, or “key competences”, or “life of learning
approach”. My school has a digital and interactive board in a big class, and a specialized
room to use computers. Nowadays, my colleagues are learning to use tablets in the process
of learning in a basic course. Personally, my pupils usually use a robot called “BeeBot” to
program. They use the interactive and digital board every day for class registration,
calendar, and so on. We use tablets for activities related to augmented reality or to use apps
to learn to program, such as Code-a-pillar", or "Coding for kids".
General description of the project and purpose, innovative aspects of the proposal and
potential impact on traditional teaching methodologies: To make this activity I was
motivated by young features works. The major future challenges in the educational field are
how to reform our learning system, to prepare our young people for jobs that do not exist
yet; using technologies that hadn´t been invented yet in order to solve problems that
haven’t been identified yet. This words make me think that students must be the main
actors in the process of learning and they have to discover on their own by experimenting.
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Instead of this, teachers have to provide the environment for students to understand the
facts, to analyze the relationships, and finally to learn when finding the answers. In this
process, step by step, students have to put off the scaffolding instruction, according to
Vygotsky, in order to develop indent learning skills, which is one of the highest goals in
education, as well as learning autonomy, creativity, and critical thinking. In order words, I
am trying that my students develop the skill called “learning to learn” and I want them to
learn in a real context. This is the reason why I use the virtual reality in my lesson, “The
teacher Utonio helps us travel to the past”., because using this tool my student can learn in
a meaningful interaction, according to a virtual experience and develop the ability to learn
the rest of their life.
Preparation and implementation of the project: To prepare this practice we use an app
called “IFunFace”, to bring the picture of teacher Utonio to life and to create a funny video
where he said he was a scientist, he could help us to travel to the past, using his invents, a
magical pair of glasses. He also said that have to introduce my smartphone in the magical
pair of glasses, and look for the app: “Jurassic World: Apatosaurus”. Later, using a program
and completed my video with the picture of the app we had to use to travel to the dinosaur
world. I uploaded this video to my channel in YouTube and created a QR code to link the
URL of my video in YouTube. I kept the QR code in a box that one day arrived to our class
mysteriously. We used a QR reader to listen teacher Utonio message. During the simulation,
they could enjoy watching how the Apatosaurus woke up, got up, how he ate, and finally
how he slept; and some reptiles flying. The implementation of the task was good according
to my expectations. To be honest a little number of the students shouted and their legs
were shaking because of the fear when they saw that dinosaur was walking towards them,
but the majority enjoy a lot with the experience taking into account that they were 4 in that
moment.
Management and planning phase: My practice is related to different topics, such as ABP
(Project Based Learning). This activity is one of the different task in the BPL called “the
dinosaurs”. There is also mobile learning topic. During these activities, we use tablets to
learn, because according to connectivism theory, knowledge can be in all human appliances.
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Third, virtual and augmented reality. During this activity and thanks to the famous character
Professor Utonio, the students can travel to the past using, using the virtual reality, to
explore the natural environment, where dinosaurs lived; a lost age for them but it attracts
them powerfully. My aims were of serving and exploring the natural environment; discover
the ICT; increasing the experiences lived by my students using the virtual and augmented
reality in order to approach them to the lost world of dinosaurs making it as real as possible;
and consolidating the contents learnt during the learning process from a ludic, immersive,
interactive and visual perspective.
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7. Learning Mathematics at the Time of the Internet

Implementing operator: Claudio Marchesano, Enrico Perucca
Institute: IIS Federico Caffè - Roma

Information about the teacher, type of school, town, number of students and teachers,
age of students: I am Enrico Perucca and together with professor Claudio Marchesano we
have come to talk to you about our school, our school is the Federico Caffè Institute. We are
a school that operates in two large sectors within technical education: an economic sector
and a technological sector.
Our Institute is a school of one thousand three hundred students, therefore, to give you an
idea of its dimension, it is a large school, and is a bit the center of technical reference
education for the neighborhood.
Monteverde is the neighborhood of reference that is undoubtedly a bourgeois
neighborhood, I would say almost rich bourgeois from Rome; in reality the student user
actually has a lot outside the confines of the Monteverde district because we welcome in
the institute students who come from: Viale Marconi from the Portuense area to the Trullo
and the Magliana. All this determines a heterogeneous use from the social, socio-cultural
and families of origin point of view.
I have to introduce myself: my name is Claudio Marchesano and I teach Mathematics, I have
taught computer science for twenty years and this project is born thanks above all to the
stubbornness of the principal, who has strongly believed in this type of teaching, and to our
colleague Vera Francioli, who supported me in developing the theoretical part and collecting
information on the hypertext.
General description of the project and purpose: The web can represent a very important
resource for teaching. A video lesson can be repeated several times, and at the speed
chosen by the student. The site is designed for our students, who attend a Technical
Institute. We also have video lessons by Khan Academy, Julio Rios, Lessthan3math and
Schooltoon, which increased chances to work more effectively in the classroom, where it is
possible to realize more training sessions through targeted, single or group exercises, math
competitions, solving complex problems. The project is aimed at recovering specific and
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circumscribed shortcomings for students who encounter difficulties in the study or in-depth
study. But it is also an opportunity to offer the students of the school a personalized
education.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: The boys and their families
are enthusiastic about this tool that is made available to them; great advantages have
resulted for SEN students.
Improvements in learning mathematics are significant, as demonstrated by the results of
the students at the INVALSI tests.
Noteworthy are also the improvements in learning the mathematics of foreign students or
those in difficulty for the most varied reasons (from the specific learning disability to mental
retardation), including the boys who had to leave school for a medium / long period

Exportability of products: With regard to external relations, we have been called to
national and international conferences, especially by the "SOS DYSLESSIA" association, we
have been to San Marino twice; once at a national convention and once speaking to all
middle school teachers; we were in Naples at the second national conference of "SOS
DYSLEXIA"; we went to: Trapani, Cosenza at the university twice, in Siena several times
having our site a great visibility because it is immediately found when writing: Mathematics,
mathematics education, upside-down mathematics education; then it appears very clear
that the thing is immediate; there are also these video lessons, they have found that those
who take the most advantage of a teaching done in this way "digital teaching" are the DSA
students, foreign students, BES boys, so they invited us to these conferences and we talked
together, sharing the outcomes of the project
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8. A Day in the City
Implementing operator: Maria Di Seri
Institute: IC A. Rosmini – Roma, Italy

Information about the teacher, type of school, town, number of students and teachers,
age of students: The project "A day in the city" conceived by Maria Di Seri, has been active
since September 2012. The project starts from the idea of the simulation game (role playing)
applied to curricular disciplines. It is a project that has radically transformed ordinary
teaching at the Antonio Rosmini Comprehensive Institute. It embraces all disciplines and
develops throughout the school year. In addition, it fostered peer education by allowing
secondary school pupils to become primary school tutors.
General description of the project and purpose: All teaching is carried out with the support
of a digital platform. The students, in the classroom, follow the lessons and interact with
each other and with the teachers, thanks to the support of Chromebook; PCs that allow the
teacher to check accessible sites and searchable materials. The use of the Chromebook also
allows you to customize the teaching on the needs of each individual student and also
makes distance learning possible for all those students who cannot attend regularly. These
advantages should be highlighted as that children in the classroom can interact with those
at home - and everyone can work on interdisciplinary programs.
Furthermore, the teaching of Coding and robotics was introduced at all school levels. The
students themselves, starting from primary school with the support of secondary school
students, create videos, cartoons, animations that tell stories about history, literature,
science, geography, etc. The project is divided into various environments - virtual and real that alternate along a space-time continuum.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: The concept on which the
project is based is that of the simulation of a city. The ministers, students chosen by their
peers, coordinate and organize the activities of the city. Through the creation of videos,
cartoons, simulation games, the city shows are animated: Shops, Bars, Museums, Rai-Tg,
University, Employment Center, Prison.
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The project has evolved over time. A virtual journey was also created, which has real
elements inside. It is a journey through time (Middle Ages) that takes place in a Medieval
Garden, in contact with nature. In this journey, the students learn to breed virtually and
through real experiences, insects, butterflies, also realizing a sensory journey (barefoot). The
videos of the medieval garden are equipped with a QR code, which makes them even more
usable.
It can therefore be said that the revolution that introduces the project is in the use of
TECHNOLOGY and INFORMATION technology in curricular teaching both to find and create
material and to deepen and study the disciplines.
Furthermore, the teaching of Coding and robotics was introduced at all school levels. The
students themselves, starting from primary school with the support of secondary school
students, create videos, cartoons, animations that tell stories about history, literature,
science, geography, etc. The project is divided into various environments - virtual and real that alternate along a space-time continuum.
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9. Paper Wings – Ali di Carta
Implementing operator: Mauro Gianiorio, Stefania Zaccagnini, Cristina Biasiol
Institute: IIS Sarandì - Roma

Description of the implementing operators, the school and the social background: my
name is Mauro Gianiorio and I am a high school teacher; in my career I have also been a vice
president and I am a design expert, in particular in the last few years I have dealt with the
201420 PON. second only to the area of Appio-Tuscolano; by extension, it is instead the
largest with its 100kmq.
It is a territory that presents strong social criticalities, in particular with a youth reality that
experiences quite difficult situations; however, there are also different positive features: in
particular there is a widespread and significant network of subjects engaged in social work
and in the management of hardship, a reality that brings into play situations, experiences
and figures that are an important enriching of the Territory.
We are in one of the IT Laboratories of the IIS Sarandì, our school, which is a higher
education institution with two lines of direction: Artistic and Professional High School for
Maintenance, with a student population of about 750 students; Also important is the
presence of a professional evening course which is an important added value of our
educational offer. With our Art School Addresses we cover most of the National Offer in this
sector. Also in reference to the Canvass project, which deals with digital education, it is
important to emphasize that our Institute is characterized by a significant laboratory
equipment, created through private but above all public funding, obtained thanks to our
design; an avant-garde instrumental context of good effectiveness, both in a traditional way
and with respect to digital teaching, and which currently constitutes our strong point.
Hello, my name is Cristina Biasiol and I am a mathematics teacher in the professional field
and I worked with youngsters of the second year of age, age 15/16, students who love little
to stay in class and listen for hours to the professor who speaks; they are more inclined to
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act, to practice and it seemed good to try to take them to a different environment and make
them work in a different way than traditional teaching.
General description of the project and purpose: The theme on which student worked was
FLIGHT, seen from different points of view: scientific, literary, human, artistic; we told the
boys to choose a topic for each group and they chose a theme; at this point the laboratory
phase started because they started searching for the contents. We used this school lab, with
screen, video projector, and all the workstations where the students searched for content,
developed it, put it together and the teacher revised it, gave advice on how to fix them and
how to present them; the boys then chose how to present these contents and almost all of
them chose to make a presentation in the creation of Power Point, the most immediate and
the most accessible for them ... but others also expressed themselves in other ways.
Someone took care of the graphics and some groups worked on the use of the platforms,
because to realize this project - being essential to share and communicate - we used digital
platforms like EDMODO to communicate and like PADLET to share the works in progress so
there was also a group that worked to understand the functioning of the platforms, explain
to others how they were used and give them access; subsequently, there was the group that
identified which was the container; there could be different possibilities: you could think of
a website or a subpage of the school website or a blog. It seemed to us that the blog was
the most accessible thing, the best solution
Preparation and implementation of the project: we decided to pick a theme on which we
could work on different aspects and that was therefore an interdisciplinary work, propose it
to the students and let them produce content designed by them that would then be placed
in a container visible to the outside; so there was this phase of planning, in which we
established that they would work in small groups and that they would only have
suggestions, guidance and supervision from us. The advantage of this project was to make
them work in an informal environment and have them work in collaboration, which was the
best thing of the experience, because they are used to always very individual work: we have
"forced" them a little bit to collaborate and therefore to develop those abilities of
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collaboration and sharing that characterize a group because if there is no capacity to relate
to work, it does not go ahead.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method; The most interesting impact
was connected to the students’ response, which resulted in a growing impact on team spirit
within the classroom: instead of following passively a lesson by the teacher, they have
become the main actors, which has also contributed to personal self-esteem because they
create something with own hands and to see that one is able to do it is very important. Also
the collaboration with the teacher has been seen in another way: instead of having the
teacher who talks to you about a content, there is the teacher who helps you to create it ,
so the teacher, putting himself almost at the same level with the boys and this has been
much appreciated. They had a lot of fun, I have to say
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B. THE APPROACH OF CHALLENGE BASED LEARNING IN UPPER
SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND ITS IMPACT ON CURRICULA AND ON
THE INVOLVEMENT OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS
1. Pixton Emotion Stories
Implementing operator: Spiros Vasilakis
Institute: 2nd High School of Agios Nikolaos, Crete, Greece
Information about the teacher: Mr Spiros Vasilakis has been working as a Computer Science
Teacher since 2005. He has worked in primary, secondary and tertiary schools and
institutions. He has studied Informatics and multimedia in the Technological Institute of
Heraklion, he did his MSc in Data Communication Systems in the Brunnel University and he
is currently studying Natural Sciences in the Hellenic Open University..
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: He has used the
approach of Challenge Based Learning in the 2nd High School of Agios Nikolaos in Crete,
Greece. It belongs to the secondary education level. Students range from 12 to 15 years old.
The number of students is 250 and of teachers 30.
General description of the project and purpose: The original purpose of the development
of the specific project was the participation of our school in a Digital Student's Festival. The
essential purpose of the project was to give the opportunity to the students to experiment
in dealing with real world problems and challenges.
The innovative aspect was that we decided to use two apparently different subjects, music
and informatics to create a video comic about emotions. We called the project “e-motions”.
It was a collaboration of the two subjects and students worked to accomplish the video
comic from scratch. Students worked in teams in order to create animated video stories
expressing their emotions about real problems facing nowadays such as smoking, car
accidents, pollution etc. Students made the scenarios, they chose the music, made the
comics and they finally edited the video.
Preparation and implementation of the project: It was difficult for the 2 teachers and 20
students to work together due to the fixed schedule of the school. However, each part of
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the project was remarkable by itself. The creation of the scenarios, student’s involvement in
the changes needed in order to match the project. Editing time was also a challenge
because students got excited by becoming editors and working behind the scenes to create
the final video.
Management and planning phase: The added value of the management and planning phase
was that we all worked as a team, teachers and students, and we all gained knowledge and
skills in specific sectors. Another important gain for the students was the awareness of the
problems they dealt with and the solutions they found. They also achieved to complete a
project from scratch, using knowledge and skills beyond the school curriculum.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: An important aspect of this
project was the combination of knowledge, inspiration and technical skills. Another
important aspect was the collaboration of the computer science teacher with the music
teacher. This happened because the project needed skill from both of these subjects.
Moreover the different skills that students gained from this project made it an important
learning activity.
The fact that the students combined story telling methods in order to express their
emotions using technology was something different from typical teaching procedure. During
the project, they searched for information and documentation about the problems they
dealt with and they collaborated in order to create the stories and edit them in video
animation. Also, the fact that the students created a whole project from scratch is branching
off the traditional didactic methods which require the teacher to act within strict guidelines’
when impact knowledge.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: This kind of
projects which uses technology to deal with real life problems and challenges, involve more
than one teacher and result in a deliverable which is accessible by everyone, are good
practices that can easily be used by other institutions in order to improve their educational
programs. One important factor when working in projects like this, is to avoid the risk of
dispersion of not only the project results but also some important steps and specific aspects
of the procedure so that the whole process will be available to everyone. One of the major
characteristics of the project, as mentioned before is that we all worked as a team, teachers
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and students. In the early stages of the projects, we asked the students to discuss about
specific aspects of the project with their parents. Then they worked in teams at school using
brain-storming in order to create their stories.
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2. Web application and collaborative writing in the Modern Greek language
Implementing operator: Olga Karadaki
Institute: General Lyceum of Vamos Chania, Crete, Greece
Information about the teacher: Mrs Karadaki Olga has studied Greek Classical Philology. She
holds an MA in Classical Studies and she teaches at a General Lyceum. She tries to integrate
new methods into teaching and ICT as well.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The institute is
the General Lyceum, an Upper Secondary School in Vamos, Chania. The students are among
16-18 years old. The school has 20 teachers and about 200 students.
General description of the project and purpose: I implemented a project with the title: web
applications and collaborative writing in the Modern Greek language. Students instead of
writing alone on a topic, collaborate with one another, exchanged knowledge and produce a
final text which was the result of a common effort. I thought that it is a good chance for
students to teach each other, exchange ideas, learn by one another, cooperate for a
common goal, acquire new knowledge through cooperation. The practice I used promoted
the cooperation between students and me as they often asked for help and advice. I
undertook the role of facilitator instead of instructor
Preparation and implementation of the project: What I had to do before the
implementation of the project was to learn the tools and then explain everything to the
students so that they would not encounter any difficulties.
Management and planning phase: I stayed aside and let students work together, cultivate
their social skills but also support one another and achieve a result of high quality. What
they actually gained was to learn how to cooperate for a common task and produce new
knowledge. But what was more important was that they learn how to learn.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: Learning activities became
more interesting, stimulating and acquire added value for me and the students. I realized
that I should adopt more often methods which promote the students’ autonomy, help them
develop skills such as instruction of other, transmission of the knowledge they possess and
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in other words empower them. The practice I used promoted the cooperation between
students and me as they often asked for help and advice. I undertook the role of facilitator
instead of instructor.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: Our students
produced collaborative texts with the use of collaborative tools. This practice can be
adopted in different subjects such as history, literature, creative writing. I have just joined
an e-Twinning project and I hope that students of different institutions will produce
collaborative products.
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3. Applying digital teaching methods and tools during social sciences
Implementing operator: Ruxandra Grancea
Institute: National College “Nichita Stanescu” – Ploiesti

Information about the teacher: Grancea Elena Ruxandra, National College "Nichita
Stanescu" Ploiesti, Prahova. I am a teacher with the specialty of psychology, philosophy but I
teach more socio-human subjects, both in gymnasium and high school; I have a teaching
degree I and I am almost 20 years old.
The use of digital didactic methods in social sciences allows students to apply their
knowledge in real life. Students have the opportunity to research the themes addressed.
Students will be involved in their own training, development, learning to document, select
information, and use it creatively.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The educational
institution I teach has both gymnasium and high school. I teach at all levels and grades from
the 5th to the 12th.
Gymnasium - intensive English and intensive mathematics
High-school theoretical profile with humanist or real profile with specializations:
-matematics-computer science (simple, intensive English or intensive computer science)
-natural Sciences
-philology
- social sciences (intensive French and intensive English)
Students are over 10 years old up to 18-19 years of age.
Our high school is working locally, but it also produces numerous national projects ("Lessons
with Nichita") and international (Comenius, Erasmus), both with effective participation and
exchange of students, as well as virtual relationships in the on-line environment (“ Parlez
vous Global”).
General description of the project and purpose: The use of digital didactic methods in social
sciences allows students to apply their knowledge in real life. Students have the opportunity
to research the themes addressed. Students will be involved in their own training,
development, learning to document, select information, and use it creatively.
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Students can create well-documented presentations with power points, role-plays,
teamwork exercises, etc. Students will optimize their collaboration, improve their English
communication skills, cooperative skills, reflection and self-evaluation skills (fill out
worksheets, develop plans, projects).
These new methods aim at choosing career, personal development and self-esteem, and
improving skills such as teamwork, problem solving, reflexive thinking, creativity, the use of
open IT resources, openness to different cultures, values and practices.
Management and planning phase: Our high school is equipped with interactive SMART
boards ,that use smart software to facilitate teaching and learning. Students can search for
information on the web and save some sketches and visual representations of theoretical
models or individuals, groups, human behavior, etc.
The Social Science Teacher will use digital tools to increase the efficiency of his / her
educational approach, involving students' creativity and turning them into active education
partners. Each class has its own smart board, which can be used whenever necessary.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: It stimulates their curiosity
and interest in discovering new knowledge in social sciences. Students have access to a wide
variety of information, because students can learn at their own rhythm. Students are very
interested in their development.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: Of course,
pre-university education institutions with which we are partners in various national and
international projects can be inspired by our concrete situations of implementing the work
using digital methods.
These new methods aim at choosing career, personal development and self-esteem, and
improving skills such as teamwork, problem solving, reflexive thinking, creativity, the use of
open IT resources, openness to different cultures, values and practices.
Our college is about a year of writing international projects, an example of good practice for
other colleges who want to apply for the implementation of international projects.
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4. WEBQUEST
Implementing operator: Anca Tanase
Institute: Spiru Haret College - Ploiesti

Information about the teacher: My name is Anca Tanase and I am an English teacher at
Spiru Haret College Ploiesti, Romania. I have been teaching English for 16 years.
I live and work in Ploiesti, the capital city of Prahova county, Romania. English as the first
foreign language in the majority of schools in our county, plays a very important role within
the national curriculum, a modern type of

teaching, learning and assessment being

promoted, in oreder to stimulate students’ motivation.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Spiru Haret
College is one of the biggest colleges in our city -Ploiesti. To be more precise, there are 1370
students (aged between 14 and 18) and 94 teachers. A part of our students are mainly
trained in the IT area and CAD technology (Computer Aided Design). We also have students
who specialize in different domains of technology, such as the mechanical field (for jobs
such as Technicians in mechatronics, CAD Technicians and Mechanical technicians for
maintenance and repairs) and Electronics-Automation (Technician in automation and
Telecommunications Technician).
Within Spiru Haret College, a democratic management style, based on communication,
team work and equal opportunities, is being promoted. Teachers encourage the relation
school-family-community and the educational offer is permanently adapted to the the
requirements of the market.
General description of the project and purpose: Within this project, I contributed with a
modern method, the Webquest. Using it, learners are not only able to simply regurgitate the
information they find, but are also guided towards a transformation of that information in
order to achieve a given task. Webquests can be both motivating and authentic tasks and
encourage learners to view the activities they are doing as something 'real' or 'useful'. This
inevitably leads to more effort, greater concentration and a real interest in task
achievement.
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I think that the project itself is an innovation, by creating a soft with digital resources and
multimedia educational products.
The implementation of this project will certainly lead to sweeping changes in the teachers’
didactic style; they will adapt the traditional methods/classroom to the real interests and
needs of the new generation of students.
The students will have the opportunity to actively participate not only in the class
management, but also in their own personal and professional development. Based on their
results, the students can involve in a detailed research of a topic which triggered their
interest.
Management and planning phase: The success of this stage was based on the effective
communication between the reference institution and the partners. The Transportation
Vocational High School Ploiesti provided us with information about the interview, the
necessary equipment and the specialized staff. The teachers involved used their
professional experience in order to select the appropriate materials, the reliable sources of
information for a real achievement of the objectives and prepare the students.
Within this stage, the team was successfully formed, the roles have been clearly identified
and the tasks have been delegated, which led to meeting all deadlines.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: The students will have the
opportunity to assimilate information and then apply it toward specific goals, using modern
linguistic and digital tools. It is very important to mention the fact that the students will be
able to personalize their learning.
The traditional methods will be adapted to the student’ actual requirements in particular
and to the global market in a general sense, which will lead to bridging the generation,
cultural or educational gap.
I have used and implemented this innovative modern tool because of a series of reasons:
•

It enables the personalization of learning;

•

It can be effectively used in any type of activity or stage;

•

Students participate actively in solving authentic, real tasks, with useful outcomes.
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Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: I am positive
that the experience can be used in any kind of program/institution, as it successfully mixes
elements of formal, informal and non-formal education.
The assimilated knowledge and the experience can be shared through an effective
dissemination and then adapted to the needs of each target group/educational background.
New exchanges of good practices can also be encouraged.
The main educational actors will work in a team. They will be able to switch their roles, with
the sense of usefulness throughout the whole process of implementation. Parents, students
and teachers can participate in projects based on the partnership school-community.
I do not consider the geographical closeness a relevant aspect, since the communication and
the exportation of practices employs digital resources which can be found in all institution in
our area. So far, I have contacted other institutions and participated in common projects,
using E-twinning.
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5. The use of digital methods during math lessons for grades IX-XII, as well as
in educational school projects
Implementing operator: Felix Tuinete
Institute: Technical College “Toma N. Socolescu” - Ploiesti

Information about the teacher: I am Felix Tuinete, a Math Teacher at the Technical College”
Toma N.Socolescu”, Ploiesti, Prahova county, Romania. I have the first education rank and a
professional experience of twenty one years.
At the end of the High School education, the students take a three subject exam- the
baccalaureate exam, depending on the profile / syllable they have graduated: real profile,
technical profile, services profile, natural resources and environmental protection, according
to the national baccalaureate methodology. One of the evaluations is at mathematics,
according to the curriculum specific to the graduated profile.
I have participated in numerous training courses; I am an initiator, an organizer and an
evaluator member of county and national level specialized projects. In math classes,
according to the needs of my students, I use on-line tests from the BacalaureatMathematics Educational Software and from the Lematex educational software, with a
personalized character, able to adapt to the level of difficulty, helping the students to selfassess.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The Technical
College "Toma N.Socolescu" Ploiesti is a pre-university education institution with a technical
profile.
In the 2018-2019 school year, a number of approximately 1200 pupils, aged between 14 and
50 years, are enrolled in the "Toma N.SOCOLESCU" Technical College, through: high school
level, day and night classes, level post-graduate and masters school:
• drawing technician for constructions and installations
• furniture and interior technician designer
• environmental quality protection technician
• mechanical technician for maintenance and repairs
• technician in construction and public works
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• plumbing technician for constructions
• woodworking technician
The Technical College "Toma N.Socolescu" has a unique educational offer in Prahova county,
regarding the professional.
In this context, teachers are concerned about establishing a permanent partnership with the
family and the local community.
General description of the project and purpose: The personal motivation to initiate and
implement a project comes from the belief in the need to improve the school situation and
record the progress of my pupils on mathematics discipline and on the other hand,
willingness to engage, availability for self-improvement.
The project has as main objective the improvement of educational instructive activity and
training programs through the development of digital competences in classroom
management and through the use of open educational resources, and I consider this project
a real opportunity for direct and indirect beneficiaries.
The direct beneficiaries will be teachers - who will develop their skills to use modern
technology during classroom classes, as well as students who will improve their learning
outcome by using digital technologies in learning.
The ICT tools used in the project will be tools that focus on the student, that develop the
problem solving capacity, and that facilitate proactive learning.
Management and planning phase: For the implementation of the project, the Technological
Highschool of Transportation Ploiesti

provided information about the objectives and

organization of the project activities.
Project management in the planning stage involved activities such as: initiating contacts,
compiling, distributing and interpreting good practice forms, interview preparation,
interviewing.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: By using modern techniques
and strategies, learning is learner-centered and actively participatory. Modern teaching
methods have the formative role of contributing to the development of critical thinking,
actively involving learners in learning.
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Many students gain more confidence in them, discover and improve their communication,
management and organizational skills, synthesis. The activity itself, supports the process of
forming analysis and synthesis notions and abilities, provides support for exercises and
problem solving, provokes and develops the motivation of learning, triggering a positive/
constructive emotional attitude.
Using digital resources at math classes, promotes personalized learning for students.
Students faced with a clear, personalized job, become responsible and competitive.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: This
experience can be an opportunity for other educational institutions, as it is an example of
good practice for those interested in developing their personal and professional skills.
The knowledge developed through the innovation process can be exported through a public
educational platform.
The use of modern technology and technology promotes cooperation between direct and
indirect beneficiaries of education through the use of the online environment.
Since exporting practices and communicating is done by using existing digital resources in all
the institutions in the area, I do not consider geographic relevance a relevant aspect.
We have developed it through educational platforms established through participation in
various training courses.
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6. Understanding the Electric Bill
Implementing operator: Jesús Israel Rodríguez Morillo
Institute: Colegio ECOS Resuelto

Information about the teacher, the school, the number of students, their age: To start
with, I am Jesús Rodriguez, an engineer, a mechanical and management engineer, who´s
been working in Attendis group, where my school belongs for 6 years. The last 4 of them
working in Ecos, which is my current school. I am the innovation and IT responsible in the
school as well. My school Ecos is located in Marbella, and I teach students from 12 to 18
years old, which is secondary education, up to the last year before university. Well, I teach
technical drawing, technology, a bit of math as well, and some German, depending on the
occasion.
The profile of my students: The parents of the students are people who have good amount
of money because their kids are attending to a private school and the digitalization there is
good. They can handle more or less with computers, although they do not have a
technology subject, until 2º of ESO, which is 13 years old.
General description of the project and purpose: The project started with some friends that
told me that they could not understand electric bill and I told them I could understand it and
read it, and I knew why you pay what you pay. Then I wanted my students to know how
electric bill was composed, and tell them something they could use in real life; something
they could really use and even teach to some other people.
I am going to explain a little bit about the project. In understanding the electric bill, they
have to do, I think, three different things. First, they have to estimate what the consumption
of their house is. So they have to know, for example: The light is on 8 hours a day, my TV,
which is on 4 hours a day, and 400 kW of this and that, and they have to get in the end, for
example: In my house, we spend 480kW/hr per month, and then with that, we will later
have to calculate how much is that worth, so how is that in money. In the end, they have to
answer the most important question: Was or is saving of energy awarded according how are
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electric bills calculated? Although, they can go: Well, yes because if you spend less you pay
less, but since if you spend half of the energy, you won´t pay half of the amount money.
You will instead pay more or less between 70%-75% of the electric bill, of the previous one.
So, you don’t save money at the same rate you save energy. They end up thinking a lot
about it.
Preparation and implementation of the project: My students are 13 and 14 years old
students, and for the project, they only used some Chromebook, that the school lent them
to make the calculations and to write their thoughts about it, and that was hand-made by
me. The next thing you need to know about it, is that the feedback they gave me is that they
did like the activity but they wanted some information in advance, which is something I am
going to change for this year, when I do this with the current students. They told me they
felt a little blindfolded, that they didn´t know exactly what they were doing until the end.
They couldn´t have not taking a lot of advantage of the things I prepared for them.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: I think the real impact is
how the students work. Because they worked at the end a bit as if they were the owners of
the electric company, so they can see all the costs, the generation, the batteries they had to
lend to the customers, and they can see both sides of the story. In the end, they are only
helped by spreadsheets, which they have to create. They can use it as well as a tool, not just
as something to work on, or for me in other class. Because when I teach them how to use
spreadsheets, sometimes there are problems and they have to solve it, but it’s not
something very specific or very useful, because it’s a program, which just pretends to learn
how to use this or that tool. Now, they have to begin from cero, they have nothing. And
they have to build their own spreadsheets; to do something is useful for them.
What else can I tell you? Everything is built on to make them more independent, to build
their own knowledge. What does this mean? I think this sentence is a bit on its own. They
start with almost nothing; they start with only a spreadsheet, which they barely can use.
They start with some calculations, and then in the end they realize how the electric bill is
built, and they know where the costs come from, and they have a real understanding on
how they can create an engineering work; why they have to pay a lot of fixed costs even
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though they may not see it fair for them, but in the end they get to understand that quite
good
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: What about
the exportability? Well, I think they can use it in other countries, even though there can be
some differences, between, I don´t know, Spain and France. In Spain, we use a lot of nuclear
energy and in France not so much. But in the end, the electricity works more or less the
same way in a lot of countries, at least in Europe, or the US and some of these countries.
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7. A ROBOT IN THE CLASSROOM
Implementing operator: Maria del Mar Martin Jimenez
Institute: Colegio Monaita - Granada

General description of the project and purpose: The project focuses on the programming of
the flight of drones and the programming of the movement of a robot. In this way it is
possible to continue working on computational thinking in the classroom, incorporating the
full potential of logical reasoning (events, sequences, loops, variables, functions,
conditional), as a problem solving system, where critical thinking is possible, collaborative
design.save energy.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The idea is to support 11-years old
students to internalize the following information, knowing the spaces of the school, and
important information on mathematics and also geometry. They will be guided in the
development of a project following the instructions that are proposed step by step in a
meaningful and meaningful way. Once the object is working correctly, a phase is opened to
make creative and personal variations to the original approach.
The following modules are taught to students, in a practical and informal way:
1. My first flights and movements.
2. Aerobatics and above ground (depends on the robot with which they work)
3. Drawing in the air or on the ground.
4. Send messages
5. Take a geographical tour on a map, identifying areas

Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: The proposed activities
helped the students who took part to the activities to understand how to apply mathematic
and scientific concepts for the resolution of problems, following the instructions provided by
teachers. Being put in the condition of managing the program interface easily, students
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learned how to translate natural language to code, programming movement according to a
set series of prerequisites and learning how to work individually, showing responsibility and
curiosity in learning activities. Thanks to this approach, they developed new capabilities in
collaborating with others in a teamwork setting, becoming more creative in finding solutions
to the problems they were facing. In this way, they understood easily solutions proposed by
other students, becoming hence more capable to expose ideas and projects to others and
participating in group discussions.
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8. The Pierre Auger Observatory
Implementing operator: Ilaria Veronesi
Institute: Liceo Scientifico Statale Mancini – Avellino

General description of the project and purpose: In this work, it is described the educational
experience conducted with Italian students aged 17-18 during the participation in the
competition "at the school of Astroparticles" organized by the National Institute for nuclear
physics INFN. The experience longed six months. It is also shown how the action-research in
scientific methodology formed an alternative, effective, and motivating approach to the
study of Physics. With this work our school won a special award by the jury of the INFN IN
MAY 2018 for the completeness of the teaching model presented and for the positive
impact of the teaching action.
Students had significant advantages from the information and the scientific data recorded
by the Pierre Auger Observatory and transmitted to a computer in an accessible area to
process by the web. They benefited from the guidance of teachers, researchers, and
technicians of INFN and created a product in the multimedia sector. All the works,
outreaches and studies would not have been possible without the support from our INFN
tutor, Dott. Carla Aramo (INFN, Naples, Italy)
Preparation and implementation of the project
Data analysis was preceded by seminars, lectures, workshop activities that have helped to
deepen the problems of modern scientific research on the origins of the universe and its
composition and evolution. Students became aware of the effects of the cosmic radiation on
human earth and on evolution of life on Earth. The development of students’ outreach
started from the historical reconstruction of the discovery of cosmic rays, sub lining the
importance of Pacini’s experiments, to arrive to Hess’s Nobel for Cosmic Rays. In a second
moment of Students’ Work, it’s been important the analysis of Pierre Auger Observatory, in
particular the Tanks and the Fluorescence Telescopes. Then started the data outreach,
where it has been possible to study the data available online for outreach activities.
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Educational activities consolidated skills thanks to cooperative learning and peer-to-peer
education, without neglecting the technical aspects of the research such as the
development of particle detectors, computer programs and their electronic system
management and data acquisition. Another important moment of the project has been the
scientific divulgation, it’s been oriented to students of different ages: for pupils of the
primary school it’s been organised e three-dimensional reconstruction of the Pierre Auger
observatory, of cosmic rays and of the tanks (everything was recycled material, in the intent
to sensibilise about the re-use of trash) and a simple and representative videogame about
cosmic rays. For students aged 13-14 it’s been developed our website where it’s possible to
find researches, thesis, videos and simulations. It has also been created an Instagram profile
to divulgate the information. At last, for students of the same school level it’s been built a
program in C++ language for the reconstruction of trajectories of cosmic rays and it’s been
written a scientific paper in English language, and the website too.
Students produced two posters and a PPT presentation both in Italian and in English to
describe the whole experience.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method
Students, alternating between school and work, have shown an increasing enthusiasm for
the study of Physics. This experience showed them an alternative captivating educational
approach, having experienced the excitement of research and having produced final
software. The success of the educational action is reflected both in auto-cognitive books
written by the students themselves than and in skills achieved in checks during the
experience.
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9. AURAT – Add a Robot to the Table
Implementing operator: Loris Pagani
Institute: ISIS C. Facchinetti - Castellanza

Information about the teacher, the school, the number of students, their age: I am Loris
Pagani, professor of ICT at the Technical Institute Facchinetti. The students who take part to
my project are between the Third Superior and the Fifth Superior (15-18 years, ndr). I have a
diploma in Industrial Computer Science and I have been a theatrical actor for many years. In
the project I try to bring both the technical and the creative sides that come from both
these experiences.
Description of the project and its implementation: Students take part to this project in the
afternoon, on a voluntary basis. The project is very dynamic: at the beginning, I have a
fundamental role in coordinating the work of students that still don’t have a proper
knowledge of all activities that need to be accomplished. I start by posing them a series of
questions and problems that they have to solve, also in different fields from those they
know better, like electronics and mechanics, etc.
At this point, the teacher proposes a macro-idea of a project, that needs to be elaborated
and divided into micro-project by students, on the basis of a conversation aimed at setting
objectives and goals. Students are invited to propose and experiment, using their ideas and
imagination and learning by accident. In the initial phase, students are put in front of
Arduino (an Open-source electronic prototyping platform), showing them other projects
that have been done in the past, involving students in a conversation about them,
explaining how things have been done in the past and pointing out a way to start
cooperating.
Students are then requested to work together and follow the indication of the teacher, that
corrects them and provides feedback on the work that has been done, pointing out a
strategy to avoid doing again the same mistakes. In this phase, students will show their
strengths and weaknesses, receiving and providing corrections to the other students of the
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course, developing a cooperative mindset and trying to support their colleagues without
judging them. A particularly complicated task is connected to the need of supporting those
students who are less capable of working in the realization of complex technological tasks,
trying to keep them in the group and avoiding the risk of a dropout.
In this point, information are integrated with tutorials or video seen on Youtube, followed
under the guidance of the teacher, who explains how to retrieve materials and get the best
from them. At the end of every day, on a Whatsapp group I created with all students, I
present the activities done by students and groups, giving everyone the chance to have
exchanges, collaborating and discussing tasks in real time, becoming actors of the learning
process. In this media, every student will realize easily videos of each of the tasks they
accomplish and share it with the other participants, reaching a good level of information
sharing with the others and fostering participation.
Supporting students in taking part to this specific kind of competition requires a high level of
attention in the preparation phase, especially for what concerns the distribution of tasks
within the team. Of course, not all students have comparable technological skills and
competences, and their contribution may change according to the specific situation. In
certain cases, some of them may be immediately capable of contributing actively, while
other may require a stronger level of initial guidance, while in a later phase of the project
the situation may change. The role of the teacher/trainer is fundamental in this case: he
must act like the writer of a play, explaining the roles that each of the participants will have
in the realization of the opera and starting to work as if the robots they are working on are
other characters with which they need to interact, with the objective of guaranteeing the
success of the opera. I think that after the initial phase, students start working with a
growing level of autonomy: my guidance is important in certain situation where the
technological tasks are particularly complicated, but students gain a growing level of selfawareness and consciousness of their competences and capabilities.
When all students have a role in the team, students proceed in the realization of the
project, using new technologies to establish a set of relationship that are fundamental for
their learning process. The role of each student is attributed by the professor according to
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the skills that he shows during the first phase of the activities. This process proceeds
through a series of mistakes and successes: the teacher must be good to help students make
sense of this, explaining errors and showing out how everybody was able to use their
increased abilities to face and overcome problems. After the team developed a mechanism
of self-management, students are ready to prepare the final test: the challenge. This is the
moment where all participants start to become part of the project, getting ready to fight for
it.
Teacher must support students in understanding how the result of the challenge is not the
most important part of the project: their experience of the event is the key part, while the
result may depend on other factors. After the competition, the teacher will write a
whatsapp message, this is a real evaluation where the students skills will be recognised.
Students always provide a great feedback: they stay until late, even if they are not obliged
to, and they participate to the activities constantly and enthusiastically. They develop a
great team spirit, where the final challenge becomes both a point of departure and arrival:
many students in fact decide to stay even after the end of the project, continuing to take
part to the laboratory.
Exploitation of the results: I have been using this method since 2015 , in these years, my
students have won a robotics world competition, two international competition and eight
national awards. I am happy for that but the most important thing for me is my contribution
to my students' personal growth. Moreover, the most interesting thing is connected to the
exportability of the method: if we think abstractly, the most important part is the
development of team work, the capability of students to interact with a clear objective in
mind as part of a team within the context of a project with specific roles. The students have
improved the way they face a problem and their study skills. As a result the students have
learnt to co-operate. The parents of the participants get involved in the project and support
them. Institutions, school, parents have increasingly focused their attention on students.
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C. EXPERIENCES OF PERSONALIZATION OF LEARNING THROUGH
VISUAL LEARNING
1. Video creation of Cretan edible greens
Implementing operator: Ioannis Fragkiadakis – Katerina Abatzi
Institute: Junior High School Agioi Deka, Crete, Greece

Information about the teacher: Mr Fragkiadakis Ioannis graduated from the department of
Physical Education and Sports Science thirty five years ago and, in 1985, he started working
as a professor in a public school. He has got a Master’s degree in Special Education. He has
been the headmaster of Agioi Deka’s Junior High School for the last eight years.
Furthermore, he has been working as a journalist in a local newspaper for about twenty
years. He is keen on listening to whatever students want to share with hi,, discuss with them
their anxieties or problems and try to find solutions in cooperation with them. What is
more, he considers his colleagues to be collaborators in common educational goals and he
believes that strong bonds among them can contribute to their educational work. He is fond
of good sense of humor and telling the truth as well.
Mrs Abatzi Katerina graduated from the department of English Language and Literature at
the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 2004. Afterwards, in 2006, she got her Master’s
Degree in the Department of Foreign Languages, Translation and Interpreting at the Ionian
University. She has been working as an English teacher in elementary schools and in 2009
she was seated as a teacher of foreign languages in public schools of secondary education.
She has been working in the Junior High School of Agioi Deka since 2014 and she feels
delighted cooperating with a significant headmaster and distinguished colleagues.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: We are talking
about a public Junior High School, located at the south of the island of Crete. It consists of a
hundred students and eleven teachers. In our classrooms, we mostly use Personalized
Learning strategies because we strongly believe that they correspond better to the students’
needs and interests (talents, skills, tendencies and wishes).
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General description of the project and purpose: It is a project that contributes to the
development of students’ skills, such as the ability of collecting and exchanging information,
planning and acting, communicating and cooperating. I tend to involve students in the
learning process by distributing or reversing roles. I use audio – visual media a lot, while
sometimes I make my students kind of film stars, in order to produce films or photo shoots.
Theater Education, Music and Art support my learning strategies. What I seek for, is to make
my students coworkers and have a joint responsibility.
The purpose of the development of the specific project was to help students change their
entrenched attitudes and behavior. Moreover, I wanted to figure out how quickly and to
what extend students digest all the new information given.
Preparation and implementation of the project: As far as the selection of the theme of our
project is concerned, the school subject of Home Economics was crucial. The main problems
I had to deal with were about the sensitizing of the students, the collection of information,
the drawing of conclusions and the presentation of our work. I have also faced
organizational and financial problems, restricted time (both mine and the students’),
discipline problems, etc.
Management and planning phase: Taking under consideration my profile and that of my
students, I would claim that the added value of the management and planning phase was
the development of the cooperation and mutual help among my students. Except for this,
students comprehended terms such as empathy, sense of fair play, etc
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: The changes that my
innovation provides to learning activities refer both to the media themselves and the way
my students use them. Taking the students outdoors and have them in direct exposure to
new ideas and knowledge is good for them. I definitely think that my innovation (as long as
it is applied with consistency and constantly) has brought an impact on traditional didactic
method. Working on a project contributes to the development of students’ creative
thinking, communication and cooperation. Traditional teaching lacks those features.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: In my opinion,
the improvement of the educational programs in general does not depend only on my good
practice (innovation). However, it could contribute to the improvement of the above
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mentioned programs as long as the features of the institutions interested to apply it, were
similar to the ones of my school. To make myself more clear, the teacher who wanted to use
the same method with me, would find it useful if he/she took into account some parameters
such as the small number of the students who would participate in it, their average
cognitive skills, the fact that the staff of the school does not live nearby, etc.
The developing knowledge could be exported in the form of a relevant short film where
students would be the stars and the contributors of it. Moreover, the arranging of a relevant
seminar at school in order to present the project to the local community and then discuss
the outcome would be a good idea. Alternatively, students could make a photo album
describing the whole process in few words.
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2. Teaching English language using short films – Interactive cinema
Implementing operator: Nikolaos Bekiaris
Institute: 1st Vocational School Agios Nikolaos, Crete, Greece

Information about the teacher: Mr Bekiaris Nikolaos is a Teacher of English with a BA in
English Language and Literature, graduate of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. He was
born in Athens in 1969. He has been working at the 1st Vocational High school of Agios
Nikolaos-Crete since 2005. He has 19 years of working experience as an English teacher (2 in
private schools and 17 in public schools).
He has also worked for 2 Years as a translator in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and
for 3,5 years as an interpreter in the Ministry of Justice. He has been a member of the
organization committee of “Lasithi English Festival” for 6 years. He has been the school’s
Drama club coordinator for 13 years, and (together with the Head teacher) the Anti-Bullying
team coordinator for 10 years. He has attended several Drama and Cinematography
seminars. He has also attended many Seminars on “Teaching English Methodology”
(differentiated teaching, communicative language teaching e.t.c ). While studying at the
University he took a photography course and later worked as a photo assistant for Mr
Ioannis Jibres (a professional photographer and artist that lives and works in ThessalonikiGreece). He is a new technology as well as a music lover and he can play several Greek
traditional instruments (bouzouki, tzouras, baglamas etc). He loves French movies, spear
fishing, gardening, taking photos, travelling and teaching English through short films
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The school is the
1st Vocational High School of Agios Nikolaos. Agios Nikolaos is a small tourist town in the
east of Crete, capital of the Prefecture of Lasithi and one of the most highly developed
tourist towns in Greece. The school has an English language lab, a physics and technology
lab, 4 fully equipped Computer labs and 3 Electronics labs of high European standards.
There are 32 teachers in all specialties the majority of whom have been implementing
innovative actions in recent years. Such actions, due to the lack of cultural activities in the
city for most of the time, are the only way of contacting children with the modern social,
scientific and cultural reality. Most of the teachers in our school are very experienced but at
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the same time very enthusiastic, open minded, and highly eager to adopt new methods of
teaching. In the school there are 240 students, aged 15 to 19. Quite a few of our students
have learning difficulties (dyslexia or autism) but most of them have been smoothly
integrated into the school community. All the students are taught one (English) and some of
them two (English and German) foreign languages. Teachers and students are mainly
involved in environmental issues, music and the fight against school violence (bullying).
Their knowledge in the field of information technology is very good (they are taught by
experienced computer teachers) and they can communicate using digital tools.
General description of the project and purpose: There is one point that all teachers at my
school agree upon. While our students are "capable of long periods of concentration",
because they spend a lot of time alone using technology, they tend to have less in the way
of communication skills and emotional intelligence and they are very difficult to
concentrate. With our project we have been trying to give a solution to this problem. Our
goal is to motivate, guide and help students make their own films. Just for fun, we call the
films we produce “SFSP” that is “Short Films for Specific Purposes” and we do so because we
create this authentic audio visual material so as to teach Grammar or Vocabulary and
probably talk about global issues at the same time. When I wanted to teach “1st and 2nd
Conditional” for example, I asked my students to make a film titled “what if”. They
immediately started writing the script and they were very happy to get on with the preproduction stage.
Our method is quite simple I think. Our school is a Vocational High school which means that
it is designed to provide vocational education, or technical skills required to perform the
tasks of a particular and specific job. We see that in our team, we have students from all the
groups of orientation, that is, we have students who specialize in Computer Science,
Management Economics and Marketing, Electronics and Health. In the ‘What if” film
example, once we had decided about the plot, I gave instructions (written in English) and
asked my students from the Electronics sector, to operate the cameras, make some
reflectors and build a LED panel to light a scene. I also gave them the camera manual (in
English of course) and a link to a video on youtube where they could get the information
they needed to perform the tasks they had been assigned to. Then, I asked them to choose
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the locations, visit them before the shoot, check the light and make sure there wouldn’t be
any interruptions or distracting sounds.
After that, I gave instructions to my students from Computer Science sector to write the
script, make story boards and practise on the editing software (for the post production
stage)
Then, I gave instructions to my students from the Management and Economics sector of
how to prepare the budget for the film production as well as do the costume designing and
some research on the main characters of the film (using their Knowledge from social studies
and marketing), They also made the costumes.
Finally, we rehearsed the actors (all from the Health sector), and shot the film, which was
quite easy as we were lucky enough to have some great assistant directors (students from
the third grade) that made the production schedule and carried out hundreds of other
super-important tasks.
The edited film has been since then, my main and most valuable tool to teach 1st and 2nd
Conditional. First Graders get so involved -seeing familiar faces and well known places and
so enthusiastic and teaching gets easy and fun. The next film we made was “Make Emmie
smile”. I use this film to teach vocabulary associated with “empathy”.
Preparation and implementation of the project: Well, it took a lot of time and effort to
create a project plan. There was too much work to be done so as to outline the activities,
tasks and timeframes. So, preparing the schedule as well as overcoming obstacles was really
challenging. It took us a month to write the 1st script for example. It seems that we lacked
the experience needed at that time. We had decided to keep the main plot simple, be true
to ourselves and not mimic others, but whose “job” was it to write the script? Scriptwriting
process involves research, planning, character development and writing. So after some
thought and consideration, we decided to give it to students of Marketing and we didn’t
regret it .
Management and planning phase: I personally learned how to effectively speak to my
students about project management, concepts and techniques. I had the chance to develop
a positive interpersonal relationship with most of my fellow teachers at school, especially
the ones teaching technical subjects and I really enjoyed working with my students on the
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project plans. As for my students, I think they learned how to work together, respect other
students’ opinion, negotiate. They now know that in order for groups to function
productively, they must first fulfill they individual responsibility. They also learned how to
communicate clearly on intellectual and emotional levels and that in a group of people
working together, one should be open to new ideas, listen to others, be honest and
respectful.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: Having taught English in
Greek Public Schools for almost 18 years, I have encountered a number of students who
learned a lot of English by watching clips on youtube. They just needed the “video with
lyrics” version. Going a little further, what we actually do in my school is using the target
language (English) to teach our students the basics of filmmaking. We teach them how to
carefully plan every aspect of the film, how to build some “Do It Yourself” equipment, how
to use cameras etc. This group of students will be our crew of filmmakers and at the same
time, our “crew” of English language learners. Because, in order to produce the authentic
teaching material (the short film), in order to complete the task they have been assigned to,
they need to follow directions, watch video tutorials, ask the teacher for help. Students
from the Electrician Sector for instance, might be asked to make a DIY, low cost, “camera
crane”. Doing what they like best and while trying to construct the crane, they learn a lot as
they have to make a plan, do some teamwork, collaborate. Not only do they need to
improve their language skills but they also need to be responsible, develop critical thinking,
reasoning, strong communication skills, cross cultural skills and many other skills and
competences.
This method has very little to do with the traditional PPP (Presentation-Practice Production)
method. In a way, it is an integrated skills approach to learning English (or any other foreign
language) with the use of the project method. It can only be used in Vocational Schools as
the teacher needs to have students from all the groups of orientation. Based on the
philosophy of Pragmatism and the philosophy of “learning by doing”, what we do is try to
motivate our students to learn the foreign language while performing constructive activities
in natural conditions. In this method of teaching the role of the teacher is not that of a
dictator but that of a guide, a working partner, a friend !
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Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: I really think
that my practice could be used in Vocational Schools only. One needs to build a team of
students that are currently specializing in different fields like Computers, Marketing and
Electronics. The whole process can be meaningful only if you follow the rules set by
experience and practice. Yet, a teacher should always challenge the rules, take risks, be
empathetic, learn from failure. On this basis, any type of school could use this practice.
Students learn what it takes to make a film. They learn what the director, the assistant
director, the script writer, the costume designer does. They also develop the skills that are
essential for every task they are assigned to. After they have participated in the project,
students become better viewers and critics of the films they watch, as they are able to
understand what’s behind the scenes. Some of the students might be able to find a job in
Film or Television industry or just take up a new hobby –like photography, costume
designing or painting. They also practice English-especially ESP, that is English for Specific
Purposes. As students are engaged in Cross-curricular activities, they have to work together
with students from other Sectors and so they develop the ability to collaborate and
cooperate with peers, which is an essential soft skill for the European citizen. They also learn
to set goals, work hard to achieve them and they feel really confident that they have
managed to accomplish such a goal like the filming of a whole movie. All these are assets for
shaping both the character of each student and the society of the future.
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3. Flipped classroom method
Implementing operator: Andreea Miu
Institute: Agricultural and Technological High School - Barcanesti

Information about the teacher: My name is Andreea Miu and I am an English teacher at the
Agricultural and Technological High School of Barcanesti, Prahova county, Romania.
I live in Ploiesti, the capital city of Prahova county, Romania. Within the national curriculum,
English plays a very important role. A modern type of teaching, learning and assessment is
promoted, in order to stimulate the students’ motivation. In almost all the Romanian
schools English is the first foreign language that is taught.
Within this project, I contributed with a modern method - the flipped method. Flipped
Learning is a pedagogical approach in which direct instruction moves from the group
learning space to the individual learning space, and the resulting group space is transformed
into a dynamic, interactive learning environment where the educator guides students as
they apply concepts and engage creatively in the subject matter. A guiding principle of the
flipped classroom is that work typically done as homework is better undertaken in class with
the guidance of the “instructor”. Listening to lecture or watching videos is better
accomplished at home.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Agricultural and
Technological High School of Barcanesti is located in the south of Prahova County, 5 km
from the nearest town Ploieşti and 60 km from Bucharest, the capital city of Romania. It
provides education to school children aged between 6 and 18 years. They learn in two shifts.
There are about 420 students enrolled in our school and the training is provided by 35
teachers. It also has a kindergarten with 30 children.
Our school is divided into:
Preschool education, for children aged 3-6 / 7 years, that is divided into:
- Small group;
- Medium group;
Compulsory general education, that lasts for 10 years
- Elementary education (preparatory-IV grades)
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- Secondary education (V-VIII grades)
- High school (IX / X-XII grades). We have students who specialize in different domains of
technology, such as the mechanical field (for jobs such as Technicians in mechanics,
Mechanical technicians for maintenance and repairs) and food industry (for jobs such as
Technicians in food industry).
-Post Secondary Education
Our school meets the requirements of local community, but also the individual and group
requirements, proposing an offer of professional training for young people in the southern
area of Prahova County, and beyond. The Agricultural and Technological High School of
Barcanesti is oriented towards an open society, for the economy of the future and for active
citizenship, in a united Europe.
Through our theoretical and practical training activities, our institution aims to have: an
educational offer that corresponds to the requirements of the market and students' needs,
partnerships with the entire local community and other schools, that have the same
specialization, from our country or from the European Union, for the development of the
European dimension of vocational and technical education, in order to achieve performance
through learning using modern means.
General description of the project and purpose: I think that the project itself is an
innovation, by creating a soft with digital resources and multimedia educational products. It
also contributes to the modernization of the didactic activity through the development of
digital skills.
The implementation of this project will certainly lead to sweeping changes in the teachers’
didactic style; they will adapt the traditional methods/classroom to the real interests and
needs of the new generation of students.
It can be said that the integration of ICT resources in education is beneficial and leads to an
increase in school performance, provided that students have knowledge of computer use.
The computer should not only be a tool for presenting the existing content in another way,
but should also lead to changing the teachers' way of thinking and working style in the
classroom.
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The students will have the opportunity to actively participate not only in the class
management, but also in their own personal and professional development. Based on their
results, the students can involve in a detailed research of a topic which triggered their
interest.
Management and planning phase: The implementation phase of the project was based on
the effective communication between the reference institution and its partners. We were
provided with information about the interview, the necessary equipment and the
specialized staff.
Thanks to this project, negotiation was improved as a means of mediating decision, through
listening to all points of view, analyzing arguments and setting priorities, establishing the
best links between the elements of the selected strategies (goals - ways - means).
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: It can be said that the
integration of ICT resources in education is beneficial and leads to an increase in school
performance, provided that students have knowledge of computer use. The computer
should not only be a tool for presenting the existing content in another way, but should also
lead to changing the teachers' way of thinking and working style in the classroom.
To successfully integrate modern means into teaching, we need to make sure we have
control over the material, both in terms of content and technology. We do not have to be
focused only on the attractive and animated way of presenting the information because if
they are used too much, the content will be lost, the users being concentrated in this
direction.
Technology is about creating environments that can facilitate active engagement, meeting
the specific and varying learning needs of the students, facilitating collaborative problem
solving, providing students with authentic learning environments.
Although the computer is capable of performing a multitude of instantaneous operations, it
cannot replace the presence of teachers in the classroom, but it can help all the partners
involved in the educational activity. The use of modern technologies and educational
software is a necessity in the educational process, but it is the teacher who will adapt the
content and the way of using the computer to the individual particularities of each student.
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The flipped classroom method has been seriously gaining ground in recent years. This
blended learning method is designed to help educators make better use of the classroom
time available to them. Instead of using valuable face-to-face time to give lectures or
exchange information, in the flipped classroom model educators do things the other way
round. Students are given access to e-learning resources to view at home, then use class
time to engage in discussion and complete activities.
But does this hybrid learning method really work? Here are four reasons why it’s well worth
exploring:
1. Students can revisit information whenever they choose with flipped classroom
2. Class time can be used to engage in valuable discussions with flipped classroom method
3. Teachers have more opportunity to offer feedback with flipped classroom
4. Lessons can be more personalized with flipped classroom method
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: Of course that
the experience can be used in any kind of program/institution, as it successfully mixes
elements of formal, informal and non-formal education.
The knowledge developed in the innovation process could be shared through efficient
dissemination, as well as through a good practice guide.
In my opinion, geographic proximity is not a relevant issue because we live in an era of
technology and information can easily be transmitted over the Internet.
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4. Using computer and internet to present various chemical tutorials, virtual
experiments, microscopic images
Implementing operator: Laurentia Nedelcu
Institute: Liceul Tehnologic de Transporturi - Ploiesti

Information about the teacher: Nedelcu Laurentia Elisabeta, Technological High School of
Transport, professor, chemistry, 32 years in education
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Our school has 9
full-day high-school and evening classes: transport technician and electrician technician auto electrician and 12 professional classes with auto mechanic profiles and tinsmith-car
painting profile. The pupils' age is between 14-45.
In the context of conducting classes, students can be counseled on effective labor market
insertion by ensuring non-discriminatory access to education, training and work offerings
and harmonizing the demand of active population with labor supply by harmonizing the
objectives of information, counseling and guidance at school. Involvement of community
members in school counseling, direct contacts of students with agents / managers of all
types of units (economic, cultural, service), employers, representative employees in certain
professional fields.
General description of the project and purpose: The project translates competencies to
integrate ICT in each educational curriculum and to support interpenetration between new
technological resources and traditional teaching methodologies. Therefore, CAnVASS + is a
"cognitive" set that delivers teachers a digital methodology of using technology in an
efficient way and as a tool to reach high quality didactic / educational objectives by creating
educational resources that can be adapted and customized .
Raising students' level of knowledge by applying educational software leads to:
-This communication, provided it is properly used;
- optimizing teaching performance by facilitating learning activities;
- increasing the quality of the pedagogical act;
- learning the knowledge in other forms, thus consolidating the notions they had previously
encountered;
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Students will develop their ability to critically assess the accuracy and correctness of
information obtained from various sources. Using ICT allows a better understanding of
matter in a shorter time. It reduces the time needed for the processing of experimental data
for learning activities involving higher-ranking cognitive processes: the development of
software and teaching materials necessary for the study by students. Thus students'
creativity develops. They learn to ask questions, research, and discuss scientific issues that
can affect their own lives. They become responsible people able to integrate socially.
Students can also be involved in making CDs, posters, graphics, magazines, tests, various
educational programs and software, games, promotional leaflets, online dictionaries,
interactive educational activities to train children from across the planet.
Management and planning phase: In the implementation phase discussions took place with
the teachers interested in other schools, the pupils in our school and their parents, the local
partners and the economic agents with whom we have collaborative contracts. They
completed the questionnaires given and showed interested in the project. The school has
helped us to make contact with these people, to achieve, multiply and interpret the
questionnaires. The selected persons were prepared for the interview, the school providing
the space, the equipment and the specialized personnel for the interview.
It is very important for every teacher, student, school to receive tasks and clear activities. A
division of tasks allows for efficient management and good implementation of project
activities. The management plan allows all partners to consider the budget allocated to their
activities and the deadlines to be met for completing each task.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: By using the computer one
can achieve a high level of individualisation of the teaching-learning-evaluation process,
which can be applied optimally in the creation of educational situations depending on the
needs of the pupils, their age. Today, the degree of computer use at lessons is rather low,
this being used for presentations, but most of the time as a source of instructional or
informational means of Internet connection. The impact of using ICT throughout the lesson
consists in running the training program without barriers of time. Thus, the instructiveeducational process can be organized in a modern and efficient manner, with the
opportunity to carry out a series of important didactic tasks that are mainly related to
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evaluation, but also to the development of students' creativity. Teachers have the
opportunity to question the student in an original and maximal way to identify gaps in the
learning process of new content; simulating some moving processes and phenomena
through animated images and thus completing experimental demonstrations; raising
interest in new ones, eliminating the risk of the student getting bored or going into work
routinely; stimulating imagination.
As everything that is old is transformed into something new, at the beginning we will also
use the traditional didactic methods, which will improve over time, will transform and adapt
to the new requirements; abandoning traditional teaching methods will be gradual,
gradually, until new hybrid methods are created between new and old.
We are teachers and the purpose of our work, regardless of the subject, is the education of
some creative, flexible thinking personalities; pupils' creativity feeds from the teacher's
creativity, and the use of interactive methods contributes to thinking, analysis, synthesis and
deduction skills, to the formation of investigative skills. I used the "Hot Potatoes" program
(a program that helps me create tests with different items, Rebus) in making feedback, at
the end of a lesson, to stimulate pupils to be attentive to the lesson's keywords , to use and
to develop their creativity and imagination.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: These new
teaching practices must be accessible to all teachers and it is therefore very important to
have an educational platform in which each teacher can post an innovative experience but
be able to import such an experience from another professor, exchange of information
useful to the educational process.
The existence of an educational platform to which many teachers, pupils and parents have
access to, where innovative posts are public and appreciated / marked by users, used by
others to other projects and even improved. Teamwork is always more effective than
working alone, so any idea can be improved, tailored to the needs of the class, generating
exchanges of ideas, information, data between teachers, students, parents.
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5. Implementation of Technology to Challenge-Based Learning
Implementing operator: Candelaria Iriarte
Institute: Colegio Bilingual Adharaz – Espartinas (Sevilla)

Information about the teacher: I am Candelaria, and I am a biology teacher in high school.
After completing my school stage, it was very clear for me that what I wanted to be was a
biologist. Since childhood, I loved biology, so I had no doubt when I had to choose my
degree. I enjoyed the career a lot. I was fortunate to be able to practice my profession at the
end of my degree, but there was something I needed and I always had something inside that
called me for teaching so, finally, I became a teacher. I have been working in Adharaz for 7
years, and this led me to do this project I'm going to talk about, because as I have worked in
the labour market outside the teaching world, I see the way I have learnt, and that in many
occasions still occurs, and it is completely different to what you are asked for in the labour
market. Therefore, this is what led me to want to do this project.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: As for Adharaz, it
belongs to a group of more schools, which is called Attendis. This group arose from parents
who had a concern for the education of their children 40 years ago, and to date I am in the
school for Andalusia, and Extremadura. It has a differentiated education. I mean, I only
teach girls, which are very advanced in the digital world. One of the reasons is because in
5th grade they begin with the iPad project, which is that each student has a device and most
of the subjects are taught through the iPad. They have a book and a digital license. In
addition those subjects that do not have a digital license, makes a great use of technology.
General description of the project and purpose: The project that I have done has been
directed to students of 3 º of ESO of biology and geology class. They were learning the
systems involved in the nutrition function. The way I wanted the students to work was like
this: I have divided them into groups. Each group worked a system and then made a video
so that they had access to the rest of the classmates, so that they could see it at home. It
was like a flip-classroom, but made by them and to serve the rest of the students, who also
had to answer a series of questions that they have elaborated. Then those same questions
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and after having passed a sieve on the part of the teacher, would be those that were on the
exam. What do we get with this? It is not a passive learning, but they are themselves that
have to try to understand by their way, having a guide but making them their own learning.
And also, that they use digital tools that allow them to continue forming in this that is so
fundamental in the actual life.
Preparation and implementation of the project: What have been the materials I have used
or the facilities I have had? First, as commented earlier, these students have had access to
an iPad device, which made it easier to search for information, and to make presentations,
videos. Then they have a class, where the furniture is mobile and this allows them to
collaborate in groups and work in a comfortable way. They are students who have been
doing presentations and team works for many years, so they are quite used to using these
tools. We still found some difficulties. Some have been a little external to us. We only have
class two days a week and we have had some modifications in terms of the calendar,
holidays, non-school issues, change of schedules... That has led them to have to do more
work at home or at beak, which is a handicap. As for the successes that we have been able
to get, the students have learned by themselves, and they have been able to collaborate
between them and with those of other groups.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: This innovation, this project
I consider that it can be quite interesting for other centers since they add many values
besides what the students have to study. They get to learn to learn, by themselves, and it
has something very good, and it is that it doesn't have to be just a science subject. It does
not have to be purely biology; It can be applied to any type of subject, whether it is science,
or social studies. In addition, the methodology has no difficulty. It can be transmitted in any
way and it is quite easy.
As for the pedagogical innovation of this project, the importance it can have is what we
have said before. We have made the students do everything in a more autonomous way,
without having to rely on the teacher and according to what they needed. In addition, we
have also worked on values such as generosity, ability to overcome, responsibility, etc...
Because it was no longer just a note of yours but a note that could affect the other partners,
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because if you did not do your part, the others would not be able to understand it well.
Therefore, it is the closest thing to what the working world is. Then also, as it was not simply
studying the systems, but it was made as a challenge. They had to know the different parts
of each one of the systems, but then they had to try to know why a certain disease
occurred. That, also encouraged a sense of concern, a wanting to know... Something more
applied to the world, not just knowing the parts that then in the exam you were going to tell
me. The goal was to go a little further, and to study possible cures, which is something that
nowadays is being done, like the investigations that are being carried out.
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6. Touching Minecraft
Implementing operator: Gonzalo Garcia Fernandez & Marian Portela Iglesias
Institute: Colegio Internacional SEK-Atlántico – Poyo

Information about the teacher: Hello, I am Gonzalo Garcia, physicist and a math and physics
teacher in the AVP program and ICT coordinator at SEK International School Atlántico. I have
been teaching for more than 20 years and have collaborated in many international projects
like iTech, eTwinning or Erasmus+. I have been engaged in iTech innovation for more than
10 years, starting as a smart educator and continued enrolling different program like
Microsoft in the modification expert or Minecraft Global Mentor Tool 2018.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: My school is
located in Poyo, a little municipality on the outskirts of Pontevedra, capital city of Galicia.
The region in the greenest northwestern color of Spain, just above Portugal. As in all of
Spain, we are under the same educational law but with some aspects controlled by the
region, for example the second official language, the access to university or some things like
that. As well, as a teacher, I am a teacher trainer with activity at local, regional, national and
international level.
SEK International School Atlántico is a private school that belongs to a second institution
with 6 schools across in Spain, and 3 others abroad, in France, Ireland and Qatar. We are the
only school in our region with the 3 AV programs authorized; Primary years program, and
diploma program. Our student ages are in the range from 3 to 18 years, but the ones involve
in the project, were 12 years old, they were 6th graders. We are a digital school, with
extensive and intensive use of tech along all levels of learning. Our school has more than
720 students coming from 13 different costal municipalities, of the province. From the
biggest city of the region, that has more than 400000 inhabitants, to small villages, with
rural and/or fishing, seafood base economy. As I said before, it belongs to an educational
institution, with schools in Spain and abroad. We collaborate with other schools in countries
like Japan, Denmark, Turkey, Romania, Poland, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, USA, Portugal,
Croatia, etc…
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General description of the project and purpose: Minecraft Education Edition provides a tool
to insert students into the classroom; just opposite to the traditional work, most of the
teachers do. Many of our students feel comfortable with both the rules and with the
language. It makes collaboration a need, and it opens creativity to a new level. The
objectives of the project are a relation between the world and its representation in virtual
environments; giving new ways of expression and representation of the knowledge acquired
through the inquiry process; fostering teamwork and soft skills, leadership, role-playing,
showing responsibilities inside the team, time management, etc…and improve digital
competences. Minecraft Education Edition allows introducing a new way of relationship
between spaces, teachers and students. It not only allows physical objects in a virtual world.
This can be done with lots of tools, but acts interactivity with those objects, characters with
operators, agents like this (points to the “toy”) with the environment, with other plays or
even with the real world.
Think of any activity related with any topic of any subject. Minecraft Education Edition gives
the environment that safely creates a world in which conditions can be defined on demand
to simulate any behavior or interaction or evolving system. When thinking of the language,
we teachers use to communicate with our students, we usually need to adapt our
expression for them to understand. When implementing Minecraft as a tool for learning, we
are importing our student’s language as part of the tool. So we can express ourselves almost
in a natural way while students work, create, learn collaborate or communicate in their own
natural language without any transition or translation. Even more, the extra-features
developed while the pilot was on; for example, the chemistry or the underwater packs are a
continuously evolving pack of templates in which new activities can be implemented in a
simple manner without the need of a previous or complex training for teachers. It was a
combination of opportunity, extension, collaboration, evolution or serendipity.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The project was launched as a pilot
involved in a limited number of students. Some of them premier users of the commercial
version of the Minecraft, and some of them new comers. Six students formed the initial
group, but after other three students joined us (“External advisors”) once they heard about
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the creative mode in the educational version. At the end of the pilot a total of 15 students
were engaged. Initially, we considered that the whole group would have a shared role with
contributions in many aspects; research design, creation, building, testing, mentoring,
playing, presenting, etc…But students themselves made us clear that they would feel more
comfortable and effective, by choosing their field of the activity, becoming a very much
specialized group. As ICT coordinator and media specialist, we were in close connection with
the whole faculty and the school administration. This allowed us to propose and implement
innovative practices and tools both leading teams and advising others. In this case, we had
to manage licenses for the teachers and students involved, as well as training for the
teachers and to some students. Both in the use of the tool itself or in the design process to
build a virtual model of a real object hand in this case. We made all this by starting some
other parallel pilots in different grades, all around the same tool but with different levels of
difficulty. All the management regarding the budget or technical support was provided by
SEK institution central offices in Madrid and the IT department at our school, with the
support of both school and institution administrations. Except a little delay, due to the
management of the licenses of our students at the end of the planning phase, the
communication within the team, teachers, administration, leaders, were great, although in
some changes from the initial idea. At the same time, once the project was known, we
received many messages of interest to join. Anyway, we chose to keep it as a pilot with
limited impact and to start parallel mini pilots to take advantage of that enthusiasm.
Management and planning phase: My team works in the search of continuously changing
tools, activities at SEK in a process of reading, analyzing, comparing, sharing experiences
with various extended my communities of practitioners and researchers. Our school
families, and both our school and administration demand us offering at the state of the art
in methodologies and tools. That is why my colleague Marian and I became in contact with
Minecraft in the moment that Microsoft decided to promote it through a special branch of
their DocSy programs. As me experts, we applied to the Minecraft Global Mentor tool 2018
and landed in an effervescent community that was proposing many things. At that time, we
were looking for a new tool to implement for the AVPWP Exhibition, the final inquiry-based
super summary developed by the 6th grade students. And that was the key thing. In
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addition, as we always try to do, this tool allows us to take advantage of our student’s
previous knowledge of use of a commercial game in this case, which gives them the role and
the feeling of being the experts.
Innovative aspects, exportability and impact on traditional didactic method: Licenses will
be free from 2019 February 1st with an office 365 educational account. And the extent to
take advantage is very huge being naturally in Minecraft projects. Besides, it works with very
different learning aspects; design and creation, teamwork, management of roleplaying,
research and planning, emotional education, self-regulation, etc…
The basic topic of the pilot was the sense of touch that involves concepts of basic
architectonical design, math and dimensional analysis, organizational guidance ability,
communication and quiz creation, etc.… That means every topic can be used and developed
to the virtual world, either from scratch allowing the students to participate in the whole
process of designing, creating and building a world, in which activities are implementing; or
from a template world available in Minecraft website, focusing on activities only. This
duplicity makes it easier to adapt both the tool and methodologies associated to an
environment. As mentioned before, students can assumed any role in the class. They can
even be the experts advancing other teams, or even the teacher. This flexibility fosters a
change in the usual roles students and teachers have in the classroom. In addition, as
parents are one of the principal expected audience for the final product AVPWP Exhibition
created by students, this final step of presentation sharing plan closes the circle of engaging
the whole educational community.
The coordinators of the project as Minecraft Global Mentors have shared the ideas related
to the project inside the community, which is international and very active with a particular
presence in the first national Minecraft event hosted in Valladolid in June 2018. In addition,
inside SEK institution community where the AV programs are shared with all schools we
transfer the expertise and basic information about the project.
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7. FROM 1 to 1000 STORIES TO TELL
Implementing operator: Adriana Aniceto, Fiammetta Castagnini, Letizia Bredice
Institute: State Professional Institute “Maffeo Pantaleoni“ - Frascati

Information about the teacher, type of school, town, number of students and teachers,
age of students: Me and my colleague decided to candidate our classes to this PON because
we wanted to do something new and innovative and we were looking for good funding
opportunities. We found this opportunity challenging and interesting, because we work with
students with complicated background, who have problems in taking part to traditional
didactics due to disciplinary reasons, with a high level of school dropout. For this reason, we
privilege laboratories and workshop-based projects. This is also connected to the fact that
holding these guys in the afternoon after regular classes for a 30-hour project wouldn’t have
been easy if we did a fact-to-face lesson.
General description of the project and purpose: This 30-hour project is a good practice in
involving students of professional institutes or those living in difficult contexts after school.
It is based on the realization of a web series entirely written, interpreted and edited by the
students, with the direction of their professors. The first part of the course includes a short
training on the audio-visual storytelling and its techniques. In the second part, students
choose their role (director, assistant director, Dialogue coach, cinematographer, camera
operator, camera assistants, sound manager or sound designer, set designer, actors, makeup artists…) on the set and use digital tools (camera, microphone, digital audio workstation,
computer, recorder, smartphone…) The video is a low-cost product, it is possible to use
open source software, smartphone to record and creative commons music. It is important
to dedicate a final time to finalize the product and take care of the details as colour
correction, credits, soundtrack, etc. There are benefits in the involvement of the students, in
the development of their creativity and professional/soft skills. At the same time it’s a valid
example for other school or contexts.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The classroom was very composite, made
by student of excellent level, students with disabilities, students coming from poor families
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and students with attention disorders, that have to be constantly stimulated in order to take
part effectively to class activity. The positive fact is that this group has participated to all the
thirty hours of activity, which is not so common in other projects. This means that the
project was thought and executed well. The students realized videos in which they told
things about themselves, their life, the places where they live and they share life
experiences, so many of the activities were related to the place of their lives, that they used
to share information about their personal history and their adolescence. The students gave
a great answer: we spent a lot of time doing videos with them, curing particular effects that
they wanted to see in their videos and improving their work on computers.
Innovative aspects, positive impact and exportability of the project: We were able to reach
better those students who have more difficulties with traditional didactics, with an effect of
increasing presence and constancy. Students enjoyed watching themselves on video,
creating scenes. Between participants it was possible to see the creation of team spirit. On
the last day, students invited their parents and showed them the video and many of them
were very surprised about this, because speaking in front of a camera is not easy for
everybody, especially for introvert students or for those with disabilities. I think this project
could be exported, it is possible to imagine further application in other situations and
places, in particular for supporting students who have difficulties of any kind. The most
innovative aspect was maybe the impact on the level of self-awareness of students and the
perception that they have about themselves, a thing that has a strong impact also on the
school performance of these students. Every day I face students with particular issues, in
particular connected to the perception they have about their body. Looking yourself
through the filter of a video camera could help you in improving the perception you have
about yourself. This has a relevant impact about the idea that students have about their
body, about themselves as members of a class, about school in general. This kind of
experiments increase autonomy and self-awareness, creativity and writing.
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8. Managing Affective Learning through Intelligent Atoms and Smart
Interaction - MATHISIS

Implementing operator: Cinzia Mancini
Institute: IC Rita Levi Montalcini - Roma

Information about the teacher, type of school, town, number of students and teachers,
age of students: Comprehensive Institute Rita Levi Montalcini is a public institution that
insists on the territory of the VII municipal area of Rome. One of the largest and most
populous municipalities in the capital. The Institute is home to about 1,200 students, from
three different school orders: kindergarten, first school, lower secondary school. This means
pupils from 3 to 13/14 years old. The Institute has a significant incidence of pupils with
special needs: from motor disabilities to psychic ones, to reach learning disabilities.
The institute was selected as a Good Practice because it successfully tested the educational
path developed within the MaTHiSiS project - Managing Affective Learning THrough
Intelligent Atoms and Smart InteractionS, funded by the European Commission under the
Horizon2020 ICT 2015 - Information program and Communication Technologies. Thanks to
this project, the Institute has developed personalized learning paths based on the analysis of
the affective state of the students, thanks to a mobile robotic platform - TurtleBot - one able
to perform a series of tasks.
General description of the project and purpose: The project’s technological and
methodological innovation is based on synergies from five main areas (mobile learning, eLearning, adaptive learning, robotics and affective computing) that have been blended into
a single educational ecosystem. The project employ avant-garde technology, ranging from
robots to specialized mobile devices, to create a robot-machine-computer-human
interaction educational system based on custom-tailored and adaptable learning objectives.
The adaptability of the system to different learning needs and the value of shared
knowledge will allow new, non-linear methodologies to arise.
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The aim of the project is to provide a “system product” for professional and curricular
education for individuals with certified and non-certified intellectual disabilities.

This

“system product” includes a platform integrated with a series of reusable learning
components (didactic material, digital didactic objects, etc.) that is able to satisfy the needs
of future educational framework and provide:
. Adaptive learning
. Automatic feedback
. Automatic evaluation of learning progress and pupil behaviour
. Affective learning
. Game-based learning
The project is using and developing novel tools able to gather affect based on passive
sensors (such as cameras, microphones, mobiles, Kinect etc.) and interactions, which
therefore are fused in an overall assessment of the user affect and steer the learning
process.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The activities were organised at the school
venue providing teachers the required technical support and training. 4 teachers, 2 inservice, and 2 support teachers were involved, all with experience using ICT for teaching and
learning. The class was equipped with Interactive White Boards, PC and 6 tablets, and
Fondazione Mondo Digitale provided the rest of equipment based on MaTHiSiS
requirements (RGB HD cameras, Kinect depth sensors).
The project MaTHiSiS uses a sophisticated ecosystem that consist of 4 distinct architectural
tiers. The Cloud Learner Space (CLS), the Platform Agents (PAs), the Sensorial Component
(SC) and the MaTHiSiS Frontend (MF). Within the CLS, 4 distinct and interconnected units
resides: 1) the Decision Support System (DSS), responsible for driving MaTHiSiS learning
analytics and knowledge transfer, the brains of the system: Affect analysis, performance,
learner profile and learning goals, through a multimodal fusion scheme drives proper
adaptations to learning graphs and SLAs (Smart Learning Atoms), in order to fit in the
learner’s profile and expectations and help achieve the desired target, 2) the Learning Graph
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Engine (LGE), where learning goals and cloud-residing SLAs form the dynamic, adaptable and
non-linear (graph) learning scenarios, 3) the Experience Engine responsible to materialize
the LGE adaptation to specific context and stream “learning actions” to the Platform Agents
and 4) the Learner Profile Repository (that store learner-specific profile information,
historical data and personalized models for learning). The Platform Agents comprise all the
hardware and necessary software for the different platform agents (robots, IWBs and
mobile devices). The Sensorial Component is the main affect/intent capturer and analyser,
and it comprises software and hardware necessary to recognize the affective state of a
learner (namely, RGB HD cameras, Kinect depth sensors, audio sentiment analysers,
contextual analysers). Finally, the MaTHiSiS Frontend provides a multi-user, multi-way
interaction support with the system for non-educational interactions (organization and
implementation of the learning process).
Innovative aspects, positive impact and exportability of the project: The experimentation
consisted in translating an educational scheme based on robot-machine-computer-human
interaction into personalized learning objectives and adaptable to ordinary teaching. The
testimony of the lecturers underlined how the interaction between the robot-machinecomputer student has placed at the center of attention the affective and emotional
dimension of learning, from which also the cognitive dimension arose. An interaction that
allowed to interpret the moods of the children and from them deduce the most appropriate
pedagogical and didactic stimulations to the affective and emotional dimension of the
person. Thanks to this project, the teachers declare that they have learned to use
technology to design personalized teaching, not only on the cognitive needs but also on the
emotional needs of the student.
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8. Didactics by Scenario: Learning Story and ASL
Implementing operator: Maria Mascheretti
Institute: IIS E. Torricelli - Roma

Information about the teacher, type of school, town, number of students and teachers,
age of students: The project was thought for two Third Classes (IV B and IV C) and
developed on the basis of Law n° 107 of 2015, with particular reference to the alternation
between school and work which can be an element of innovation only if it is well balanced
with curricular teaching activity, without overlapping; "innovation" is something that
introduces an element of novelty in the scholastic practice and does not accumulate
through stratifications. A profound change arises as a challenge, inviting to an enhancement
of curricular activities: school projects will be effective if they accept the challenge implied
by alternating school and work and alternation projects will be novel elements if they renew
teaching practices.
General description of the project and purpose: Students learn important information
about the reality of the economic boom and the main transformations of the 1960s. They
read and analyse stories and films set in the space of markets and supermarkets. They
interview the inhabitants of the neighbourhood to learn about the history and importance
of the district market and write stories inspired by these contexts. To learn about
purchasing habits, they submit an online questionnaire and choose the method of
administration; finally they analyse the data and present the results. Starting from a
comparison with the XIV Town Hall, they plan a proposal to upgrade the market space. They
organize an event to talk about the work done and talk with adults: parents, teachers,
representatives of the productive and institutional realities of the neighbourhood.
Innovative aspects, positive impact and exportability of the project: Within the framework
of the eight key competences (Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on key competences for lifelong learning), closely interconnected, the project
intends to:
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- promote social and civic skills
- promote statistical culture
- collect and compare data
- analyse and contextualize literary and filmic texts
- communicate using different languages
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D. THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW DIGITAL COMPETENCIES RELATED
TO THE WORK PLACE AND ITS IMPACT ON CURRICULA
1. The Advantages of using Wikipedia as a teaching tool
Implementing operator: Alexandra Droubogianni
Institute: 1st General Lyceum of Rethymno, Crete, Greece

Information about the teacher: Mrs Droubogianni Alexandra studied Biology at the
University of Crete and graduated in 1992. In 2007, she received her first postgraduate
Diploma (MSc) in Bioethics at the same University and in 2014 she received her second
postgraduate Diploma (Med) from the Hellenic Open University, regarding Education and
School Leadership. In 2016, she successfully defended her dissertation and she received, her
PhD Diploma in Bioethics (with merit and distinction) at the University of Crete.
She has been teaching Biology at Secondary Schools in Rethymnon- Crete from 2001 till
today, and she has been a headmistress of a secondary school and also she has been among
the scientific stuff of EKFE of Rethymnon.
Her scientific research interests focus on bioethical issues emerging in the field of Science
and Technology Studies STS and Laboratory studies. She is also interested in various fields of
educational research studies such as Sociology of Education, STEM education and European
Schools’ programs.
As far as her professional development is concerned, she has attended a lot of educational
programs for secondary schools teachers, which gave her the qualification for using new
technologies in classroom and also made her effective in teaching pupils with special needs.
Moreover, she is well informed about issues of equity and inclusion in schools,
differentiated teaching, STEM teaching, and inquired based-learning methods.
During her career she has organized a lot of educational programs relevant with
environmental issues, teaching methods and educational strategies and tools, in Greek
secondary schools and also in collaboration with other European schools. She has published
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articles regarding her PhD research and she has also participated as a lecturer in various
conferences.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The practice
takes place in a Secondary School of Rethymnon-Crete-Greece, called 1st General Lyceum of
Rethymnon. The total number of students is 350, aged between 15-18 years old, and the
number of teachers is 32.
General description of the project and purpose: The project I am managing at school
focuses on the advantages of using Wikipedia as a teaching tool, since as an innovative
teaching activity it allows contributing to society through service learning and participation
in an online community of practice. I am exploring with my students the most efficient ways
to incorporate Wikipedia into the curriculum, especially in the subject of Science, which I
teach.
My students have increased their motivation in Wikipedia assignments in Science , because
they see that they have a visible impact on the real world, a fact they appreciate and that
increases their enjoyment of the project.
Confronting Wikipedia assignment with other educational assignments the students they
think what they are doing is fun. This kind of assignment through its novelty and real–world
usefulness, has a potential to be more enjoyable than most other traditional assignments.
During this project my students, learn the difference between essay–like and fact–based,
analytical, encyclopedic writing style. Encyclopedic style, similar to that of term papers,
thesis, dissertations and real–world research reports, is useful in developing critical thinking
and improving the comprehension of course materials.
And the most essential fact, in my opinion, is that as my students have to review existing
sources and search for new ones beyond Wikipedia, they strengthen their ability to search
for reliable sources and evaluate them critically.
Thus my students improve their new media literacy, their digital literacy and also their
scientific literacy. They gain insights in the creation process of texts on wikis in general, an
increasingly essential skill in a modern IT workplace as well. The main purpose is to
contribute to the scientific terminology used in Wikipedia within the context of the syllabus
of Science in Greek schools.
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Preparation and implementation of the project: The most remarkable point was the initial
resistance of my students to a new assignment method. They showed surprise although
they use Wikipedia very often in their homework, as a bibliographical source for references.
They didn’t have any difficulty with the IT issues, but they faced psychological and cognitive
obstacles towards this new method. Especially, a lot of effort was needed for their
introduction to the key policies of wikis.
Management and planning phase: The added value was the innovative characteristics of
the project and the possibility of cooperation and interaction that was needed from all of
us. Also it was very important for my students to understand what reliable source, neutral
opinion and good faith means.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: My students learnt how to
work in a team, how to choose transparency in their practices, to act responsibly, and to
accept critique. The method has worked complementarily, in an auxiliary way ,and helped
my students to develop social skills while it has enhanced the main corpus of students’
knowledge.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: The use of
innovative methods It should be a priority in educational institutions in order to stimulate
the interest of the students. Wikis are very versatile and easy-to-use tools that are finding
increasing applications in teaching and learning.
Nowadays a lot of universities offer specific examples on how teachers, academics and even
students themselves are increasingly employing wikis in the field of social sciences to
enhance both the process of teaching and learning. Although much technology needs yet to
be developed before the concept of virtual universities becomes truly functional, wikis and
Wikipedia offer an intriguing way for students to collaborate on real assignments in
cyberspace. Contributing in Wikipedia allows us to enhance our portfolio of teaching
strategies but also, to transform routine class activities into something that can instill the
values of lifelong learning and scientific ethos in our students, while simultaneously
contributing to the wider community.
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2. The combined use of Lego Mindstorms NXT and App Inventor for teaching
novice programmers the basic programming concepts
Implementing operator: Stamatis Papadakis
Institute: 5th General Lyceum of Heraklion, Crete, Greece

Information about the teacher: Mr Papadakis Stamatis works as an ICT teacher for almost
20 years. The last year he is a post doc researcher in Educational Technology with emphasis
on mobile learning at the Department of Preschool Education at the University of Crete,
Greece (from 2018-). He has graduated from the Department of Informatics, Athens
University of Economics and Business, Athens, Greece. In 2006 he completed a Master
degree (M.Ed.) in Pre-school Education and Educational Design at the University of Aegean,
Rhodes, Greece at the School of Humanities, Department of Pre-school Education. In 2016,
he completed a Ph.D. at the University of Crete, Department of Education in Rethymnon,
Greece under the supervision by Prof. Zaranis Nikolaos. He has taught as adjunct Lecturer
courses on Informatics in Education (2017-2018) at the Department of Preschool Education,
School of Education, University of Crete, Greece and Didactics in Programming (2017-2018)
at the Department of Computer Sciences, School of Sciences and Engineering at the
University of Crete, Greece.
His scientific/ research interests include the study of mobile learning and especially the use
of smart mobile devices and their accompanied mobile applications (apps) in the use of
preschool and primary education, with a special interest at the development of
Computational Thinking and students’ understanding of numbers.

Furthermore, his

research interests also include ICT in education, novice programming environments and
teaching of programming in primary and secondary education (novice programmers).
Languages: English (fluent), German.
The last 2 years he is also a headmaster in the 5th General Lyceum of Heraklion. Prior to
this, he was also a headmaster for 6 years in the General Lyceum of Krousonas, Crete..
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The institute is a
High school. Its name is 5th General Lyceum of Heraklion and it is located in the city of
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Heraklion. This year in the school are attended 420 students between 16 to 18 years old. In
this institute there are also 35 teachers of various scientific disciplines.
General description of the project and purpose: My project entitled ‘The combined use of
Lego Mindstorms NXT and App Inventor for Teaching novice Programmers – students the
basic programming concepts’. Both in Greece and abroad, students in school and in
introductory computer science courses perceive programming as a difficult task.
Introductory programming courses are often disappointing both for students and for
teachers. One of the major factors to which these difficulties in learning programming has
been attributed is the traditional approach to teaching the fundamentals of programming,
which is unable to provide students with an interesting and richly stimulating environment
through which problems and concepts are the subject of investigation in a creative and
enjoyable way. In contrast, several studies claim that teachings robotics is suitable to
students regardless of age and background and is a way of encouraging learning. My
project-approach presents an alternative use of robotic Lego Mindstorms constructions and
the visual programming environment App Inventor for teaching programming with the goal
of understanding basic programming structures for novice programmers – students.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The main difficulty was that a constructive
approach to learning programming requires appropriate teaching environments that on the
one hand help students to solve problems, and effectively address the common
misconceptions and difficulties that novice programmers face in introductory programming
courses while on the other suggest the combined use of appropriate activities and solving
selected problems in a computer lab in real programming environments. Thus, I had to
implement an approach that emphasizes a pedagogical design for teaching novice
programmers as the emphasis has shifted from teaching a strict language syntax to the
development of critical and analytical thinking through problem solving.
Also, the strict curriculum was a main problem too.
Management and planning phase: The added value of the management and planning phase
in this constructivism approach (in teaching programming), was not only to teach
programming concepts more effectively than the traditional approach, but to educate
students to build the necessary conceptual frameworks to practice programming activities
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with daily objects such as their smart mobile phones.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: It is a combined approach to
utilizing educational robotics and visual programming through Lego Mindstorms and App
Inventor for teaching and understanding of basic programming structures. Students through
their involvement seem to have understood the basic concepts of programming and
technology as they engaged in practical work in an interdisciplinary authentic environment.
It is generally accepted that the teaching and learning of programming is normally
characterized by some difficulties, which mainly occur in the construction of an algorithm or
program. Various studies have shown that students have difficulties in understanding the
concepts and structures of programming. One of the major factors which have been found
to be a source of difficulties in learning to program is the fact that the classic teaching
approach emphasizes on work with numbers and symbols in an abstract way ignoring
students’ needs for learning through concrete action.
My innovation has brought an impact on traditional didactic method as I introduce a
constructive approach to learning programming which requires appropriate teaching
environments that on the one hand help students to solve problems, and effectively address
the aforementioned misconceptions and difficulties on the other suggest the combined use
of appropriate activities and solving selected problems in a computer lab in real
programming environments.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: My practice
strongly promoted the cooperation between students and teachers. Through the wellplanned activities students and teacher tried to cover both the basic programming
structures and to build on the individual parts of the robot (motor and sensors). The
worksheets used included the use of ready-made command blocks which students can
experiment with by changing the values of various parameters and creating new command
groups. This approach focuses on problem-solving skills and developing algorithms, not on
learning the programming language itself. In any case, the relationship between the physical
structure and control program is easy to understand, while the ease of use of App Inventor
is not expected
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3. New motivation for learning through ICT
Implementing operator: Adriana Albu
Institute: Technical High School “Victor Slavescu” - Ploiesti

Information about the teacher: My name is Adriana Albu and I am a professor of economic
disciplines, accounting finance specialization, at the "Victor Slavescu" Technological High
School and in Ploiesti, Prahova County, Romania. I have a 17-year professional experience.
I'm the coordinator of the international projects commission.
I live in Ploiesti, the city of Prahova County, Romania. Within the national curriculum the
services profile occupies a very important place. Within this subject, teaching, learning and
evaluation is continuously promoted through modern techniques and methods that
stimulate student motivation.
In this project we proposed the use of the exercise firms method, interactive methods that
use accounting software for calculating salary and taxes.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: "Victor Slavescu"
Technological and Service High School Ploiesti, Prahova County, Romania offers education
for pupils aged between 14 and 50 years. Our school has the following specializations:
mathematics-informatics, commerce, economics-administration, tourism and food, travel
guide agent. Through its educational offer the Administration and Technological High School
"Victor Slăvescu" contributes to a certain extent to the practice of some occupations (travel
agent, hotel worker, trade worker, bank officer, management assistant etc.) required on
(Valea Prahovei, Valea Teleajenului, Valea Doftanei, etc.) Develop a modern, open education
able to provide access to all levels and forms of education, to provide motivation for a
quality educational act that will be stimulate creativity, flexibly and democratize teacherstudent relationships, encourage teamwork, and develop collaborative relationships with
the local community, are fundamental to the educational process developed within the
Victor Slăvescu Technological and Technological High School in Ploieşti.
The educational offer and the identification of the professional qualifications for which our
schooling is organized is based on the socio-economic development trends and the
employment forecast according to the Regional Action Plan for the Development of
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Vocational Education and Training (RAPI) and the Local Plan for Action for the Development
of Vocational and Technical Education (LEAP). At both local, county and regional level, the
need for training, specialization of the labor force in the field of services is registered, as
well as the activities of trade, as well as of tourism and food.
General description of the project and purpose: I think that the project itself is an
innovation, by creating a soft with digital resources and multimedia educational products. It
also contributes to the modernization of the didactic activity through the development of
digital skills. The implementation of this project will result in the development of digital
competences for teachers and students by adapting traditional methods to the needs and
interests of the new generation of students. Integration of ICT resources into education is
beneficial and leads to an increase in school performance. Students will have the
opportunity to be actively involved in classroom management, in their own personal and
professional development.
Management and planning phase: The implementation phase of the project was based on
good communication between the reference institution and the other partners. Information
was provided for the interview, as well as the space, the equipment and the specialized
personnel. Negotiation has been refined as a means of mediating decision-making in
different situations, by listening to all points of view, analyzing arguments, and prioritizing.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: Integration of ICT resources
into education is beneficial and leads to an increase in school performance. In order to
successfully integrate modern teaching resources, we need to make sure that we have the
digital tools appropriate to the needs of the beneficiaries and that can ease their learning.
The technology aims at creating environments that facilitate active engagement, meeting
the specific and diverse learning needs of students, facilitating problem solving through
collaboration, providing them with authentic learning environments.
The use of modern technologies and educational software is a necessity in the educational
process, and the teacher will adapt the content to the particularities of each student.
The "Exercise Firm" method is an interactive learning method very used in high-school
service schools. Students are given access to e-learning resources to design and develop
various strategies that foster the formation and development of entrepreneurial skills. In
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this context, for pupils, the method contributes to the development of entrepreneurial spirit
through the realization of specific activities of a real company, simulation of the specific
economic operations and processes, the improvement of the business language, and
attitudes needed by a dynamic entrepreneur: creativity, critical thinking, problem solving,
decision making, responsibility, teamwork, initiative, perseverance, self-organization and
self-evaluation of individual resources, flexibility. For teachers, making practical activities
with students with concrete and measurable results, implementing activities in a
professional, competitive, competitive environment, real training of students for the labor
market, increasing the prestige of the educational unit among the future pupils and parents
/ you to them.
The implementation of the concept of "exercise firm" aims to create the type of dynamic
entrepreneur able to develop a new production process, to bring a new product or service
to market or to discover a new distribution path.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: Of course,
experience can be used in any type of program / institution as it combines elements of
formal, informal, non-formal learning. The knowledge developed in the innovation process
could be shared through efficient dissemination, as well as through a good practice guide.
The use of modern strategies and technology promotes cooperation among the
beneficiaries of education through the use of the online environment.
In my opinion, geographic proximity is not a relevant issue because we live in an era of
technology and information can easily be transmitted over the Internet.
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4. Monitoring driver’s activity through TIS Office
Implementing operator: Madalina Tuinete
Institute: Liceul Tehnologic de Transporturi - Ploiesti

Information about the teacher: Tuinete Madalina, professor engineer, road vehicle
specialization, first education rank, The Tehnological High School of Transportation Ploiesti,
Prahova County, Romania.
Specialization: I have a 24-year professional experience.Methodist of Prahova County School
Inspectorate-Permanent education department.Assessor

teacher

and

member of

commissions for organizing and conducting examinations, county and national level contests
/ competitions.Program Coordinator and Educational Projects at The Tehnological High
School of Transportation Ploiesti. The Romanian education system is organized on levels,
profiles and forms of school institutions in a coherent and unitary ensemble.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: The Technological
High School of Transportation Ploiesti is a pre-university education institution with a
technical profile.
In the 2018-2019 school year, a total of approximately 600 pupils aged between 14 and 50
years are enrolled in the Ploiesti Transportation Technology Highschool through: high school
level, day and night classes, post-secondary level and school of masters.
- High school education, technological line, technical profile - Transport technician
specialization, Electrical engineer electronics technician
- Professional Education, Mechanical Engineering, Professional Qualification, Auto
Mechanic, Car Painting Tinsmith
-High school education, technological branch, technical profile, evening training,
professional qualification Electrotechnician technician
-Post-secondary education and master's school - professional qualification: internal and
international auto transport technician, electromechanic engineer.
The Technological High School of Transportation Ploiesti has a unique educational offer
through its specializations which allow both the unitary and coherent training of the pupils
and their effective insertion on the labor market, the creation of a working environment
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appropriate to the requirements of a modern education, the establishment of partnerships ,
cultural exchanges and the development of extracurricular programs in order to acquire the
skills necessary to adapt to the continuous changes of society.
General description of the project and purpose: In the educational, school and extracurricular activities I use various teaching techniques and strategies meant to train my
students, the professional competencies necessary for an efficient and fast insertion of the
graduates into the labor market.
The personal motivation to initiate and implement a project comes from a desire for
commitment and dedication, from proactive and positive attitudes to solving tasks, from the
conviction that initiatives and challenges identified as opportunities for educating the young
generation can truly contribute to personal and professional changes.
The use of digital technologies in learning activity will help increase the motivation of direct
beneficiaries and teachers, as well as indirect beneficiaries - parents and educational
partners from the community, to be actively involved in the educational process.
Knowledge and strategies for using technology through the project will be tools that focus
on learner and stimulate critical thinking, facilitating active, problem-based learning
Management and planning phase: For the implementation of the project, the Ploiesti
Technological Highschool initiated contacts with teachers from other educational
institutions in the county. It drew up and distributed good practice forms, provided
information for the interview, as well as the space, the equipment and the personnel
specialized in conducting the interview. Project management in the planning stage involved
activities such as initiating contacts, preparing, distributing and interpreting the good
practice form, interview preparation, interviewing.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: By using modern techniques
and strategies, learning is learner-centered and actively participatory. Lessons make it easy
to find guided discoveries and require active participation of learners in learning.
Modern teaching methods versus traditional methods involve learner-centered learning,
actively involving pupils in learning, putting them in a position to think critically, to make
logical connections, to produce opinions and the related argumentations.
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I believe that through consistent use of digital resources at specialist classes, I promote the
personalized learning of students. Example: A student who has developed a kinesthetic style
will easily learn from a learning task that involves downloading a digital card and practicing
the activity reports, using the TIS-Office software.
Creating a portfolio with the results obtained by performing the practical tests by using the
specialized software, gave me the opportunity to capitalize and evaluate the competencies
specific to the discipline.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: This
experience could be an opportunity for other educational institutions, as it is an example of
good practice for specialized teaching staff.
The knowledge developed through the innovation process can be exported through an
educational platform that many teachers, pupils and parents have access to. Thus,
innovative materials are public and appreciated by users and can provide resources for
creating other specific materials tailored to the needs of the beneficiaries.
The use of modern technology and technology promotes cooperation between direct and
indirect beneficiaries of education through the use of the online environment. Parents,
students and teachers can get involved in projects that build on the school-community
partnership.
I do not consider geographic proximity a relevant aspect, since exporting practices and
communicating is done by using the existing digital resources in all the institutions in the
area.
Through educational platforms created through participation in various eLearning training
courses: eTwinning, Jobs, wikispaces, blackboard, AEL.
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5. PIÑA 3.0: PRESS, RADIO AND TV FOR THE LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE
WORK

Implementing operator: José Luis Rey Diez
Institute: Colegio Publico Tierra de Pinares

Information about the teacher: Hello, my name is Jose Luis Rey; I am a professor of physical
education. I studied at the Faculty of Education of Valladolid, between the years 1993-1996.
I also studied the degree of psycho-pedagogy and I have done my doctoral dissertation
related to physical activity and health. I have been working as a teacher since 1997,
developing my role as a professor of physical education. First in a center next to Alicante.
Later in Peñafiel, Valladolid, and then in the public school Tierra de Pinares, which is where I
am today. In this center besides being a professor of physical education, I am head of
studies, ICT Coordinator and Training coordinator. Besides, I am the coordinator of the
relevant project, called Piña 3.0, which I will talk about later. On a personal level, I can also
say that I am an exemplary Professor Smart, since 2014, I collaborate with various
publishers such as Edelvives, Oxford, or Santillana. In this last one, I am a digital expert and I
am a collaborator of the center of Education and Educational innovation of Valladolid,
where I habitually train teachers, related to the field of the technology and its use in the
classroom. In addition, I have made training to professors of the University of Valladolid.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: I work at the
public school Tierra de Pinares, which is a rural center, located to the south of the capital of
Valladolid, around 25 km away. Mojado is a locality of a medium socio-economic level.
Families mainly live by the services, agriculture and small industry sectors, and the
population is around 3500. Of those 3500, about 300 are the children who come from to
school daily, from kindergarten (3 years) to 6º of Elementary school (12 years). We have a
total of 5 teachers of “infanitl” and 12 professors of elementary school, besides the
specialists. We are in total 29 professionals working in this center and in this project. The
school Tierra de Pinares is a center that bet in 2011 for the use of technology, to improve
the results of students as we have commented, regarding the digital and linguistic
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competence that is the most important to us. The average level of the students with respect
to the technology is medium-high. Every year, we devote a specific time to the use of ICT in
the center. We carry out workshops, with different organizations such as Incide, Cefide de
Valladolid, or the master plan, aimed at families, for an adequate and responsible use of the
technologies in the classroom.
General description of the project and purpose: The proposal of good practice that has
brought us here is called Pineapple 3.0: Press, Radio and school TV. It uses the three means
of communication: press, Radio and TV, for the development of the linguistic and digital
competence. I was the creator of this proposal on 2011. Then we will see how this proposal
arose, but the project has been evolving, developing, and improving from the proposals
made by students, teachers, and families.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The project, as we have said before, is
formed by three media outlets: Press, Radio and TV. Regarding, the Press we have Piña
Digital, in which children are publishing news of the experiences they have inside the
classroom, or at the center level. We usually make a publication monthly. With regard to the
radio, we have a program called "Charlar por charlar" in which every 15 days, groups of
elementary school and kindergarten develop a program related to oral expression. There
are tongue twisters, riddles, poems, songs, interviews, simulated interviews, real interviews,
descriptions... All contents that they previously work in the Spanish class. It is to work in a
meaningful way. With regard to the part of the TV, different videos are made, either in
Spanish or in a foreign language, in our case in English. Students expose different news from
the center. We have a fixed program that is called Tele Mensual, which is a kind of monthly
journal of the center, in which the children explain, and write the different news that have
happened in the center, news at local level, and national or international news or that are
interested for them. There is also time for sports, and news related to the weather. All in a
very playful, fun and motivating for children. It allows them to work on linguistic
competence and digital competence in a very entertaining way, and it is a group work,
which leads us to collaborative work. The objectives we have for this project are three. One,
focused on teachers, which is the knowledge and use of new educational resources, in this
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case technological. Another, with regard to families. We intend to create more involvement
of the families in the project. And the third, is with respect to the students that is the
fundamental axis of the project, and it is to improve their linguistic competence, using
elements that for them are motivating, and also significant. It is not the same to work with
texts or stories that they do not know, than to work with their personal experiences, both in
the center and outside.
Management and planning phase: There is a monthly evaluation of the project, in which
each teacher, new or old, will carry aspects that are significant to take into account in order
to improve this project. It is also very important to make the final report at the end of the
course in which the teachers individually, students and families, through a Google form,
express their opinion about the project and possible improvements of it , which are valued
in the following course and are implemented as they are positively valued.
Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method: We start looking for
something that children are meaningful, motivating, to carry out their work. Determined
that technology was closely linked to the development of our schoolchildren, and we
decided to take this element as a starting point. The first element that we find against the
project was the formation of teachers or the materials. We went from having rudimentary
materials in the center to need other types of materials. From the different prizes we have
achieved, we have been renewing all these equipment (teaching teams, center-level
equipment, multiscanners, printers, colour printers, video cameras, photographic and video
studio, TIC classroom, etc…). This was born through the awards achieved. We have been
self-sufficient in that regard. However, it is true that all these new resources need training
from teachers to be able to use. For this reason, the training and Educational Innovation
Center year after year has allowed us to develop our training project, of which I am
coordinator. Weekly or every 15 days all the professors were generating material and we
were applying each one of the knowledge that we were acquiring then later in our
classrooms.
The results are very positive. As we have said before we started with a 5.4 in linguistic
competence in 2011 and we have moved to a 7.8 the last course in the individualized
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evaluation tests of 3rd of elementary school, the LOMCE tests. Moreover, we got an 8.2 in
the written expression tests. These results are taking into account that it is an average
among all the students of 3 º of elementary school, we can be very happy and very proud of
all the work that is being done since we have gone up more than 2 points and a half with
respect to the data of the 2011.
Exportability in different contexts and potential usage by other institutions: This project
has not only been exported to other centers. We know that some of the colleges that have
received training have developed similar projects, but it is also very easy to transmit. We
have made collaborations with centers of the USA, of Canada, Italy, Germany, and even of
other Spanish centers, in different programs of radio, or TV. There are ideas that these
centers have received first with a lot of enthusiasm, and some fear, but in the end, it has
helped them to develop other types of work that they did not know that their students
would be able to realize.
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6. MULTIPLY WITH BEEBOT - “BEEBOT RACE”
Implementing operator: Maria Felix Vela Checa
Institute: Colegio Jesus Nazareno - Getafe

Information about the teacher: Hello, my name is M ª Félix Vela. I am a kindergarten and
elementary school teacher. I have been practicing this profession for more than 18 years,
which has me totally in love. I am passionate and I think I am vocational for this profession. I
knew I wanted to be a teacher since I was born. I am a teacher in a school arranged in
Getafe, which belongs to the community of Madrid. The school is called Jesús Nazareno. I
have been in this centre for over 18 years, which was also my school when I was young.
Therefore, I am fortunate to have continued a new stage in it, first as a student and now as
a teacher. I am currently in elementary, although most of my years I have been in
kindergarten. This change is due to my interest and my vocation for new technologies. I
have always considered myself a bit freak. I am a video game lover. I love anything
electronic. I believe that society is evolving and that children evolve by leaps and bounds
and that we teachers cannot ignore these new technologies in the classroom. For a few
years, I was coordinator of my Centre; ICT coordinator. This made me research more about
new technologies. I have always liked it and one thing leads to another, until the interest
increases and I decided to go further on this topic. I made an expert in learning and
knowledge technologies. I got engaged in all the new methodologies that are active, and
especially technological. I am very interested that children learn to use technology in their
daily lives. Many times, we give it without knowing why and it is true that I am concern
about the use that children can give to technologies, and I think we can also help them to
enhance other skills.
Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students: Currently, as I
said I am working in 2nd grade. I have a class with 28 students and every day I try to
introduce attractive methodologies for them, apart from the notebook and the usual book,
or the PDI that has already been a little obsolete. I work with them with augmented reality,
virtual reality, etc...
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General description of the project and purpose: As I said, this year I am in 2nd grade and I
have introduced a program of gamification in mathematics, which through a card, I give
students the possibility of getting badges to have the mathematical powers. These badges
are achieved through challenges. These challenges can be calculus, problems, or as in this
case, multiplies with BeeBot, which is to develop computational thinking. I thought about it
because it seems to me that the issue of multiplication is a little difficult for them. In the
end, you know the concept, but you have to learn the multiplications by heart and it was a
way to put a little more motivation in the idea of learning something.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The program is very simple; it does not
have much complication. They use BeeBot; Bees or mice that are programmed to move
around the boards. The idea is to make a career in which two classmates face each other.
They leave the indicated exit and with some dice, the multiplication comes out. You have to
think quickly what result is, and program the bee to get to the right square. The first one to
arrive gets a star. When they get 3 stars, they get a golden star. To get the badge, you have
to get all the golden stars of all the multiplication tables. This activity is intended to be
carried out at the 3rd term. Therefore, I have it ready, but I have not started it with the
students. However, I have started computational thinking with the BeeBot in other activities
quite simpler. I imagine, because I have not implemented yet and I cannot give a real result
of the activity, that it will be well received by the students, as anything that is a challenge
for them, is an activity of greater motivation. I would love to be able to tell you how it was in
the future. I will record it, and I will tell you how the experience has been. Until the end of
the second term or the beginning of the third, we do not start multiplication. We are still
practicing with sums, subtractions, etc... My idea is to put it into practice soon, and to be
useful and share it with the other teachers so that they can use it.
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7. Coding and creativity: the lifeblood of progress
Implementing operator: Gabriella Cecchetti
Institute: IS L.L. Radice - Roma

Type of school, town, number of students and teachers, age of students:

IS Lucio

Lombardo Radice is located in the VII Town Municipality. It has around 1,100 students and a
teaching staff of 100 teachers. It is a technologically well-equipped school. Each class has a
LIM. All classrooms are covered by WIFI. There are also 5 ICT laboratories in the institution.
All students can freely browse the internet as part of the school complex.
About 50 students from 11 different classes joined the project. 70% of the participants were
always present at the proposed activity, about 20 students became tutors of other students
of all 11 first classes during "the coding hour” organised at school between December and
January; about 8 students also became tutors at Fondazione Mondo Digitale and at other
institutes. The results were very encouraging for the proposed impact on the participants of
the initiative. The results were very encouraging looking at the impact on the participants
and on their curricula enrichment.
General description of the project and purpose: The experience realized by the Institute is
part of a wider project, promoted by the Fondazione Mondo Digitale, in collaboration with
Microsoft to accelerate the achievement of equal opportunities in the scientific and
technological sector. The Lucio Lombardo Radice Institute is in fact a hub of the project
called "Coding Girl". A project aimed at overcoming gender stereotypes in science and
technology, bringing women closer to programming (coding) and the professional use of
new technologies, to overcome the female gap in ICT professions.
Through the "SCRATCH.MIT.EDU" learning environment, students explore and discover
coding, using easy-to-use tools that do not require advanced skill in computer use. With
Scratch students created interactive stories, games and animations and shared the creations
with the other members of the community.
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The students started to think creatively, to reason in a systematic way and to work
collaboratively: all essential skills for those who live in the XXI century. The students were
led initially by a coach, and through group work and hackathons got involved immediately:
they develop short stories. They then illustrated the activities to their parents during the
school OpenDay.
Thanks to this project, it was possible to encourage students’ creativity, helping them to
promote the learning of basic logical skills. Students will have increased computational
thinking and more developed digital skills.
Preparation and implementation of the project: . The free and online learning environment
"SCRATCH.MIT.EDU", developed by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group of the MIT Media Lab.
Didactic methodologies used: short lesson directed by a coach in English language, peer
group work, tutoring activities among students, video tutorials, cooperative learning,
competitions among students of the Institute, hackathon (computer marathon) among
students of different institutions at Fondazione Mondo Digitale and University of Tor
Vergata. The teaching materials were created mainly in English.
Impact of the project: The experience enhances the computer skills of the female students,
with intensive programs, fosters creativity and the expression of emotions. An
experimentation resulted that enriched the teaching, creating synergy and cooperation
between the teaching staff, which with this project further developed the ability to design
an interdisciplinary teaching.
The female students also show a strong appreciation for the experience gained. For these
girls coding has become an approach to life, because it opens the mind and gives a vision of
the future.
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8. PON Course – Storytelling between Passion and Business
Implementing operator: Antonietta D’Oria
Institute: Istituto Comprensivo Marconi – Castelfranco Emilia

Information about the teacher, type of school, town, number of students and teachers,
age of students: The Course involved 30 second-year secondary school students of 1st
grade (around 12 years). The teachers and tutors who implemented the experience were
selected with a public announcement. Professor Miceli was the tutor of the course; the
teacher of reference was prof. Antonietta D’Oria, the coordinator, the head teacher Vilma
Baraccani.
General description of the project and purpose: With the project “Storytelling, between
passion and business” a reality task is envisaged aiming at direct knowledge of some
production companies, engineering companies, artisans, Assessors, Founders of new
projects, of the territory where the students live through the production of a digital
storytelling. The need to consolidate effective and stronger expressive and communicative
competences, is increased by the guiding value of the activity to provide the students with
safe and solid elements in order to choose consciously their high school, thus fostering
academic success, orientation paths and activating the first steps of work and school-related
learning.
Preparation and implementation of the project: The project was carried out with the funds
of the P.O.N., National Operational Plan. The whole project activity was carried out in the
afternoon, as an extracurricular activity, to enrich the educational offer and also to contrast
scholastic dispersion.
The manager, Vilma Baraccani, says that the training was structured in 3 sessions:
- 14 hours of course
- 10 hours of laboratory
- 6 hours of production of information and communication outcome
The boys visited the companies, interviewed entrepreneurs, deepened their knowledge of
production cycles. The students developed the survey questionnaires, using Google ©
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Forms and MovieMaker © for the creation of the videos. Furthermore, they learned to
perform data analysis and their presentation with Google © Presentation, Google © Doc.
Numerous hours of the journey were also spent brainstorming, aimed at improving the use
of digital tools to support storytelling.
Two students who took part in the project - Anita and Mubarak - testify to the experience
gained, expressing great satisfaction for the progress made. In particular, it is the knowledge
of new applications and in particular MovieMaker ©, as well as visits to companies that
have captured the interest of students. Both testimonials believe they have gained a greater
awareness of the possible jobs to be done as adults and the training courses most suited to
their interests. An on-going evaluation of student interest and participation, evaluation and
self-assessment of products will be realized in paper (brochure) and digital format.
Materials / resources used to implement the activity
The fulfilment of a reality task is foreseen through the students’ visits to the plants,
interviews with businessmen in the local area, educational visits to the art collections.
A story will be assembled, using different languages, either digital or not, according to the
storytelling technique.
Several applications of GSuite for education will be used for the collection and drafting of
the first stories, either autonomously or collectively. (Google DOC, Google Presentations,
Google Forms, to prepare the interviews). Other applications used:
CANVA, for the creation of the final newspaper.
SUTORI, for the collection of all the works of the students and the visualization in
blog format.
POWER POINT for documentation of experiences.
WORD and GOOGLE DOC for the drafting.
MOVIE MAKER and QUICK for the realization of the final video.

Innovative aspects and impact on traditional didactic method
The project has a consistent impact on the consolidation of effective and stronger
expressive and communicative competences among students. The positive impact is caused
mainly by the guiding value of the activity to provide the students with safe and solid
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elements in order to enable them to choose consciously their high school, thus fostering
academic success, orientation paths and activating the first steps of work and school-related
Learning. The most interesting innovative element lays in the possibility to improve not only
the written and oral production competence, but also the growth of students’ awareness of
using multimedia tools employed in addition to a first work and school-related learning
approach.

